AVON

Affair with a Notorious Heiress, An

And After the Fire: A Novel

Lorraine Heath

Lauren Belfer

The son of a duke and an infamous mother, Alistair
Mabry, Marquess of Rexton, fought his way to
respectability. Now, the most eligible bachelor in London,
marriage-shy Rexton will take only a wife with an
impeccable reputation, good breeding, and a penchant for
staying out of the gossip sheets. But when he strikes a
deal to be seen “courting” a sweet young debutante
whose notorious older sister has blemished her chances
for marriage, Rexton is unexpectedly drawn to the highly
inappropriate, calamitous Tillie, Lady Landsdowne herself.

Sara Itzig Levy, the daughter of Frederick the Great’s
banker, counts herself among the élite of late-eighteenthcentury Berlin. A gifted harpsichordist, she hones her
musical talents under Wilhelm Friedemann Bach, a son of
Johann Sebastian Bach. The elderly maestro and his
protégée enjoy a close friendship, but their time together
is running out. Friedemann’s final gift to his dearest Sara is
the original score of one of his father’s cantatas—yet, as
she reads its libretto, her gratitude turns to horror....

9780062391100
Avon
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
384 pages • Mass Market After a scandalous incident that sent shockwaves
throughout society and disgraced her, Tillie refuses to
Fiction / Romance /
cower in the face of the ton. Instead, she will hold her

9780062476661
Harper
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$26.99
240 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Literary

9780062388988
William Morrow
Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$15.99
352 pages • Paperback

9780373212316
Harlequin Teen
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$19.99
608 pages • Hardcover
Young Adult Fiction /

9780062428523
Harper Perennial
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$15.99
496 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Historical

In present-day New York City, Susanna Kessler enjoys a
seemingly charmed life with a loving husband and a
terrific job. Then a random, devastating act of violence
tears it apart. Just as she’s beginning to recover, her

Bad Dreams and Other Stories

The Baker's Secret: A Novel

Tessa Hadley

Stephen P. Kiernan

The author of six critically acclaimed novels, Tessa Hadley
has proven herself to be the champion of revealing the
hidden depths in the deceptively simple. In these short
stories it’s the ordinary things that turn out to be most
extraordinary: the history of a length of fabric or a
forgotten jacket.

On June 5, 1944, as dawn rises over a small town on the
Normandy coast of France, Emmanuelle is making the
bread that has sustained her fellow villagers in the dark
days since the Germans invaded her country.

Two sisters quarrel over an inheritance and a new baby; a
child awake in the night explores the familiar rooms of her
home, made strange by the darkness; a housekeeper
caring for a helpless old man uncovers secrets from his
past. The first steps into a turning point and a new life are
made so easily and carelessly: each of these stories

9780062369581
William Morrow
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$26.99
320 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / War & Military

Only twenty-two, Emma learned to bake at the side of a
master, Ezra Kuchen, the village baker since before she
was born. Apprenticed to Ezra at thirteen, Emma watched
with shame and anger as her kind mentor was forced to
wear the six-pointed yellow star on his clothing. She was
likewise powerless to help when they pulled Ezra from his
shop at gunpoint, the first of many villagers stolen away
and never seen again.

The Beach House: Coming Home: A Novel

The Beet Queen: A Novel

Georgia Bockoven

Louise Erdrich

Unlock the door to the beach house…a place where life
slows down, people come together, and love is the
strongest force of all.

On a spring morning in 1932, young Karl and Mary Adare
arrive by boxcar in Argus, North Dakota. After being
orphaned in a most peculiar way, Mary seeks refuge in
the butcher shop of their aunt and her husband, while Karl
gets back on the train. So begins an exhilarating
forty-year saga brimming with colorful, unforgettable
characters: ordinary Mary, who will cause a miracle;
seductive Karl, who lacks his sister’s gift for survival; Sita,
their lovely but disturbed cousin; and the half-Native
American Celestine James, who will become Mary’s best
friend. Theirs is a story grounded in the tenacity of
relationships, the extraordinary magic of natural events,
and the unending mystery of the human condition.

After you’ve given your baby to strangers, what do you
say when someone asks if you have children?
Fourteen years ago, Melinda Campbell was fifteen and a
half, pregnant and terrified. Desperate to protect her baby
from a malicious grandfather and needed at home to
take care of her own critically ill father, Melinda makes the
most generous, heart-wrenching choice of all: adoption.
Now she’s living the successful life her father struggled to

9780060835279
Harper Perennial
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$15.99
368 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Literary

The Black Witch

Brave New World

Laurie Forest

Aldous Huxley

Debut young adult fantasy author Laurie Forest brings a
vividly imagined new fantasy realm to life in The Black
Witch Chronicles, in which a fiercely determined heroine
must embrace a power she never knew she had in order
to protect everyone she loves from the darkness
sweeping across their world.

Aldous Huxley’s profoundly important classic of world
literature, Brave New World is a searching vision of an
unequal, technologically-advanced future where humans
are genetically bred, socially indoctrinated, and
pharmaceutically anesthetized to passively uphold an
authoritarian ruling order whose motto is “Community,
Identity, Stability.’—all at the cost of our freedom,
humanity, and perhaps our souls. “A genius [who] who
spent his life decrying the onward march of the Machine”
(The New Yorker), Huxley was a man of incomparable
talents: equally an artist, a spiritual seeker, and one of
history’s keenest observers of human nature and
civilization. Brave New World, his masterpiece, has

A new Black Witch will rise…her powers vast
beyond imagining.
Elloren Gardner is the granddaughter and absolute spitting
image of the late Black Witch, the most powerful mage
her people, the Gardnerians, have ever known. Yet while

9780062696120
Harper
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$23.99
272 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Classics
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The Cajun Doctor: A Cajun Novel

A Cold Creek Secret & Not Just a Cowboy:
Not Just a Cowboy

Sandra Hill

9780062566362
Avon
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
416 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

Dr. Daniel LeDeux and pilot Aaron LeDeux travel to the
swampy bayous of Louisiana, where they discover a
long-lost family. The usually stoic Daniel, a burned-out
pediatric oncologist, is especially startled by the interfering
LeDeux matriarch, Tante Lulu, bless her crazy heart, who
wastes no time in setting him up with local rich girl
Samantha Starr.
Scarred by a nasty divorce from a philandering New
Orleans physician, Samantha has sworn off men,
especially doctors. When Samantha’s step-brother gets
into serious trouble, she must ask Daniel for help. But
Samantha faces even more trouble when the handsome
doctor casts his smoldering Cajun eyes her way.

RaeAnne Thayne
A SOCIALITE WITH SECRETS…

9780373537815
Harlequin Bestselling
Author Collection
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$6.99
448 pages • Mass Market

Commonwealth: A Novel

Humorous Book About a not so Perfect Mom
Bunmi Laditan

One Sunday afternoon in Southern California, Bert Cousins
shows up at Franny Keating’s christening party uninvited.
Before evening falls, he has kissed Franny’s mother,
Beverly—thus setting in motion the dissolution of their
marriages and the joining of two families.
Spanning five decades, Commonwealth explores how
this chance encounter reverberates through the lives of
the four parents and six children involved. Spending
summers together in Virginia, the Keating and Cousins
children forge a lasting bond based on a shared
disillusionment with their parents and the strange and
genuine affection that grows among them.

From the creator and author of The Honest
Toddler and Toddlers Are A**holes: It's Not Your
Fault comes a fiction debut sure to be a
must-read for new moms everywhere.
9780778330684
MIRA
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$15.99
336 pages • Trade
Paperback

When Ashley gets the opportunity to participate in the

A Deeper Grave: A Thriller

Susan Mallery

Debra Webb

With Joy, Love and a Little Trepidation, Courtney,
Sienna and Rachel Invite You to the Most
Emotional Wedding of the Year… Their Mother's

When the hunter becomes the hunted…

~ The Misfit ~
As the awkward one, Courtney Watson may not be as
together as her sisters, but she excels at one thing—
keeping secrets, including her white-hot affair with a sexy
music producer. Planning Mom's wedding exposes her
startling hidden life, changing her family's view of
her—and how she views herself—forever.

Defender: A Western Romance Novel
Diana Palmer
The man who shattered her trust is back to
protect her…
New York Times bestselling author Diana Palmer
delivers a breathtaking story of second-chance
love
9780373801978
HQN Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$7.99
384 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

There are good moms and bad moms-and then there
are hot-mess moms. Introducing Ashley Keller, career girl
turned stay-at-home mom who's trying to navigate the
world of Pinterest-perfect, Facebook-fantastic and
Instagram-impressive mommies but failing miserably.

Daughters of the Bride

Courtney
9780373799466
HQN Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$8.99
464 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

On leave from his latest tour of duty, all Major Brant
Western wants is a hot meal and a warm bed. What he
doesn't need is a stunning socialite in disguise who's just
shown up at his family's Cold Creek ranch. The more

Confessions of a Domestic Failure: A

Ann Patchett

9780062491831
Harper Perennial
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$16.99
336 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Family Life

Being stranded in the middle of nowhere in a blizzard is
not heiress Mimi Van Hoyt's idea of a fun time. On the run
from her latest scandal, Mimi just wants to start over. So
when she crashes her car outside sexy Major Brant
Western's ranch, she offers a false name, Maura, and
begs for shelter from the storm.

When Paul Fiore disappeared from Isabel Grayling's life,
he told himself it was for all the right reasons. She was
young and innocent, and he was her millionaire father's
lowly employee. Three years later, Paul is the FBI agent
assigned to Isabel's case. Too late, he realizes what life in
her Texas mansion was really like back then—and how
much damage he did when he left.

9780778319931
MIRA
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$9.99
416 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers /

Serial-killer hunter Nick Shade built his legendary career
chasing monsters—sadistic criminals with a gruesome
thirst for death. When he rescued Montgomery detective
Bobbie Gentry from horrific captivity and helped her
reclaim her life, he didn't intend to be a hero. Or a target.
But now a copycat murderer haunts him, and reuniting
with Bobbie is his best chance at neutralizing the threat.
Bobbie can't forget the nightmares of her trauma—or the
man who saved her. Working with Nick to outmaneuver
the person behind a deadly vendetta feeds her hope that
there's more to her world than ghosts and destruction.

Dying Breath: A Heart-Stopping Novel of
Paranormal Romantic Suspense
Heather Graham
Buried alive…
As a teenager, Vickie Preston survived an attack by a serial
killer. That was the first time she saw a ghost. Now the
city of Boston is being terrorized-someone is kidnapping
9780778330226
women and burying them alive, but cruelly leaving a
MIRA
glimmer of hope for the authorities by sending a clue
B & L Books
about their location. Vickie is pulled into the investigation
Pub Date: 5/30/17
when her name is mentioned in one of the notes. And as
$8.99
a historian, she has the knowledge to help uncover the
384 pages • Mass Market graves the killer known as the Undertaker is choosing. But
Fiction / Thrillers /
she also has another, unique lead: the spirit of one of the
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9780373799480
HQN Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$22.99
400 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Romance /

9780373212354
Harlequin Teen
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$9.99
432 pages • Trade
Paperback

Edge of Truth: A Romance Novel

Empire

Brynn Kelly

Lili St Germain

Tensions sizzle in this electrifying novel
guaranteed to capture your heart and take your
breath away. Fans of Julie Garwood, Suzanne
Brockmann and Jayne Ann Krentz will devour this
action-packed, emotionally stunning tour de force,
where every page reveals another damning secret
and another daring gamble.

How much is a life worth?I grew up in Colombia, the
daughter of a wealthy drug lord. I lived a life of
extravagance, until one day a drug run went horribly
wrong and everything came crashing down around us.I
was given away. A payment for a debt. The Gypsy
Brothers Motorcycle Club became my new owners, and I
did everything I could to survive.But falling in love with the
man who owned me wasn’t part of the plan…*****The
Cartel Trilogy is a prequel series. That’s right! You’ll be able
to find out the answers to all of those burning questions,
like how the Gypsy Brothers MC came to be, why
Juliette’s father was trapped in the club, where Emilio fits
into everything, and most importantly, what broke

Rotting in an African dungeon is the last place journalist
Tess Newell expected to find herself. Held hostage by the
terrorist group she'd been investigating, Tess's
salvation—and temptation—arrives in the form of another
prisoner. A French Foreign Legionnaire with a sinful smile
and too many secrets to be anything but dangerous. Yet

9781460750063
HarperCollins
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$15.99
320 pages • Trade
Paperback

Empire of Dust

Four Weeks, Five People

Eleanor Herman

Jennifer Yu

In Macedon, war rises like smoke, forbidden
romance blooms and ancient magic tempered
with rage threatens to turn an empire to dust.

They're more than their problems.

After winning his first battle, Prince Alexander fights to
become the ruler his kingdom demands-but the line
between leader and tyrant blurs with each new threat.
Meanwhile, Hephaestion, cast aside by Alexander for
killing the wrong man, must conceal the devastating
secret of a divine prophecy from Katerina even as the
two of them are thrust together on a dangerous mission
to Egypt.

Obsessive-compulsive teen Clarissa wants to get better,
if only so her mother will stop asking her if she's okay.
9780373212309
Harlequin Teen
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$18.99
352 pages • Hardcover
Young Adult Fiction /

Underground

9780062661333
William Morrow
Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$12.99
368 pages • Paperback

Gorgeous and overly confident Mason thinks everyone is

Benjamin Ludwig

Eva Leigh

9780062499417
Avon
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
In truth, Cassandra Blake grew up on the streets, picking
$7.99
384 pages • Mass Market pockets to survive. Greyland was a mark—to be fleeced
and forgotten—but her feelings for the duke became all
Fiction / Romance /
too real. Once he learns of her deception, however, the

Film aficionado Ben would rather live in the movies than
in reality.

Ginny Moon: A Novel

From Duke Till Dawn: The London

Years ago, the Duke of Greyland gave his heart—and a
princely sum of money—to a charming, destitute widow
with unparalleled beauty. After one passionate night, she
slipped from his bed and vanished without a trace. And
just when he’s given up hope of ever seeing her again,
Greyland finds her managing a gaming hell. He’s
desperate to have her… until he discovers everything
about his long-lost lover was a lie.

Andrew wants to overcome his eating disorder so he can
get back to his band and their dreams of becoming
famous.

9780778330165
Park Row Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$26.99
368 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Literary

Readers who loved Christopher from The Curious Incident
of the Dog in the Nighttime, Jack from Room, and Bee
from Where’d You Go, Bernadette, will be thrilled to get to
know Ginny Moon in this unforgettable debut that affirms
of how fiction has the power to change the way we look
at the world.
Told in an extraordinary and wholly unique voice
that will candidly take you into the mind of a
curious and deeply human character.
For the first time in her life, Ginny Moon has found her
"forever home"-a place where she'll be safe and
protected, with a family that will love and nurture her. It's

The Girl on the Bridge: A McCabe and Savage

The Girl With The Make-Believe Husband: A

Thriller

Bridgertons Prequel

James Hayman

Julia Quinn

On a freezing December night, Hannah Reindel leaps to
her death from an old railway bridge into the rushing
waters of the river below. Yet the real cause of death was
trauma suffered twelve years earlier when Hannah was
plucked from a crowd of freshman girls at a college
fraternity party, drugged, and then viciously assaulted by
six members of the college football team.

While you were sleeping...

Those responsible have never faced or feared justice. Until
now. A month after Hannah’s death, Joshua Thorne
—former Holden College quarterback and now a Wall
Street millionaire—is found murdered, his body bound to a

With her brother Thomas injured on the battlefront in the
Colonies, orphaned Cecilia Harcourt has two unbearable
choices: move in with a maiden aunt or marry a
scheming cousin. Instead, she chooses option three and
9780062388179
travels across the Atlantic, determined to nurse her brother
Avon
back to health. But after a week of searching, she finds
B & L Books
not her brother but his best friend, the handsome officer
Pub Date: 5/30/17
Edward Rokesby. He’s unconscious and in desperate need
$7.99
384 pages • Mass Market of her care, and Cecilia vows that she will save this
soldier’s life, even if staying by his side means telling one
Fiction / Romance /
little lie...
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The Good Girl

Goodnight from London: A Novel

Mary Kubica

Jennifer Robson

750,000+ sold! The international bestseller now
available in mass market for the first time!

In the summer of 1940, ambitious young American
journalist Ruby Sutton gets her big break: the chance to
report on the European war as a staff writer for Picture
Weekly newsmagazine in London. She jumps at the
chance, for it’s an opportunity not only to prove herself,
but also to start fresh in a city and country that know
nothing of her humble origins. But life in besieged Britain
tests Ruby in ways she never imagined.

Read the bestseller everyone is talking about!
9780778319252
MIRA
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$9.99
448 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers

9780062344595
William Morrow
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$9.99
416 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers /

9780778329916
Park Row Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$16.99
304 pages • Trade
Paperback

9780062651259
Harper Perennial
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$15.99
384 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Historical

"I've been following her for the past few days. I know
where she buys her groceries, where she has her dry
cleaning done, where she works. I don't know the color of
her eyes or what they look like when she's scared. But I
will."
One night, Mia Dennett enters a bar to meet her
on-again, off-again boyfriend. But when he doesn't show,

9780062389855
William Morrow
Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$15.99
400 pages • Paperback

Although most of Ruby’s new colleagues welcome her, a
few resent her presence, not only as an American but also
as a woman. She is just beginning to find her feet, to feel
at home in a country that is so familiar yet so foreign,

Hard Cold Winter: A Van Shaw Novel

A House Without Windows: A Novel

Glen Erik Hamilton

Nadia Hashimi

When an old crony of Van Shaw’s late grandfather calls in
a favor, the recently-discharged Ranger embarks on a
dangerous journey to the Olympic Mountains, in search of
a missing girl tied to Van’s own criminal past. What he
finds instead is a brutal murder scene, including a victim
from one of Seattle’s most influential families.

For most of her life Zeba has lived quietly in an Afghan
village, a loyal wife and loving mother. But on one horrific
day, her family’s world is shattered when her husband,
Kamal, is found brutally murdered with a hatchet in the
courtyard of their home. Covered in Kamal’s blood and
catatonic with shock, Zeba refuses to explain what
happened. Barely escaping a vengeful mob, she is sent to
Kabul’s Chil Mahtab, a women’s prison.

The murder investigation leads to heavy pressure, with a
billionaire businessman on one side and vicious gangsters
on the other. Then a fellow Ranger from Afghanistan turns
up at Van’s doorstep, seeking support as Van wrestles with
his own reemerging symptoms of PTSD. Betrayal by a
trusted friend pushes Van to the edge, forcing him to enlist
help from some unexpected places—including someone

9780062449658
William Morrow
Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$15.99
432 pages • Paperback

As Zeba awaits trial, she befriends other women whose
own misfortunes have led them to these bleak cells:
Nafisa, imprisoned to protect her from an honor killing;
Latifa, a runaway who stays in the jail because it is a safe

In This Moment: A Novel

It Happens in the Hamptons: A Novel

Karma Brown

Holly Peterson

Bestselling author Karma Brown is back with a
morally infused and emotionally riveting
exploration of one woman's grief and guilt over
an unexpected-yet avoidable-tragedy

In the Hamptons, everyday people are as complicated
and fascinating as millionaires...

Meg Pepper has a fulfilling career as a real estate agent, a
hardworking husband on the verge of starting his own
medical practice and a surprisingly good-natured teenage
daughter. Most days Meg is able to keep it all together
thanks to an endless stream of alerts on her phone,
and-more or less-seamlessly glide through life.
After school pickup one day, Meg and her daughter,

9780062391506
William Morrow
Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$15.99
384 pages • Paperback

When Katie Doyle moves across the country to the
Hamptons, she is hoping to find summer employment,
new friends for her young son, and a chance to explore a
new love affair with George, a dazzling investor. What she
finds is a strange cocktail of classes, where society’s
one-percenters vacation alongside local, hardworking
people who’ve lived in the Hamptons for generations.
Though she’s looking forward to her move, Katie is wary
about mingling in her boyfriend’s East Coast elite circles.
She soon discovers Southampton isn’t all that it seems to
be on the surface-and neither are the people who live

The Jane Austen Project: A Novel

Just One Touch: A Slow Burn Novel

Kathleen A. Flynn

Maya Banks

London, 1815: Two travelers—Rachel Katzman and Liam
Finucane—arrive in a field in rural England, disheveled and
weighed down with hidden money. Turned away at a
nearby inn, they are forced to travel by coach all night to
London. They are not what they seem, but rather
colleagues who have come back in time from a
technologically advanced future, posing as wealthy West
Indies planters—a doctor and his spinster sister. While
Rachel and Liam aren’t the first team from the future to
“go back,” their mission is by far the most audacious:
meet, befriend, and steal from Jane Austen herself.

She can heal with a touch…or kill with a look.

Carefully selected and rigorously trained by The Royal

9780062410184
Avon
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$14.99
352 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Romance /

Isaac, one of the toughest recruits of Devereaux Security
Services, has no problem risking his life to save others. But
when Isaac is tasked with taking down a female
assassin—one with the power to wipe out life in the blink
of an eye—he quickly realizes this job is a complete game
changer.
Yet once he catches up to Maggie and captures her, fully
intending to bring her in, he makes a startling discovery:
She’s not the cold blooded killer he’s been led to believe.
He quickly realizes that Maggie is in great danger and
2017_05_All - May 2017
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The Lady Travelers Guide to Scoundrels and
Other Gentlemen: A Historical Romance Novel

Lords of the North Tie-in: A Novel
Bernard Cornwell

Victoria Alexander

In a clash of heroes, the kingdom is born.

Embark on the breathtaking romantic adventures
of The Lady Travelers Society in the brand-new
series by #1 New York Times bestselling author
Victoria Alexander
9780373803989
HQN Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$7.99
544 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

9780062693495
Harper Perennial
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$15.99
208 pages • Paperback
Fiction

9780778328773
MIRA
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
448 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

Really, it's too much to expect any normal man to behave
like a staid accountant in order to inherit the fortune he
deserves to support the lifestyle of an earl. So when
Derek Saunders's favorite elderly aunt and her
ill-conceived-and possibly fraudulent-Lady Travelers
Society loses one of their members, what's a man to do
but step up to the challenge? Now he's escorting the

9780062673381
Harper Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$15.99
352 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Historical

The year is 878. Uhtred, the dispossessed son of a
Northumbrian lord, has helped the Saxons of Wessex
defeat the invading Danes. Now, finally free of his
allegiance to the victorious, ungrateful King Alfred, he is
heading home to rescue his stepsister, a prisoner of
Kjartan the Cruel in the formidable Danish stronghold of
Dunholm. Uhtred’s best hope is his sword, Serpent-Breath,
for his only allies are Hild, a West Saxon nun fleeing her
calling, and Guthred, a slave who believes himself king.
Rebellion, chaos, fear, and betrayal await them in the
north, forcing Uhtred to turn once more, reluctantly, to the
liege he formerly served in battle and blood: Alfred the

The Matchmaker: A Farce in Four Acts

New York, Actually: A Romance Novel

Thornton Wilder

Sarah Morgan

Horace Vandergelder, a wealthy old merchant residing in
Yonkers has decided it’s time to take a wife and hires a
matchmaker. But Dolly Gallagher Levi is no ordinary
matchmaker. She’s a force of nature, with a plan of her
own. Levi soon becomes involved in the affairs of the
hearts of all those around her—including Vandergelder’s
niece, his store clerks, assorted young and lovely ladies,
and the headwaiter at an expensive restaurant, where
this swift farce inevitably runs headlong into hilarious
complications. Indeed, after a series of slapstick situations
involving mistaken identities, a secret rendezvous behind
carefully placed screens, separated lovers, and a trip to
night court—everyone involved eventually finds

One Man. One Woman. Two dogs.

9780373804108
HQN Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
384 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

Meet Molly - New York's most famous advice columnist,
she considers herself an expert at relationships…as long as
they're other people's. Still bruised from her last break-up,
Molly is in no rush to find happily ever after -the only love
of her life is her Dalmatian, Valentine.
Meet Daniel - a cynical divorce lawyer, he's hardwired to
think relationships are a bad idea. If you don't get
involved, no one can get hurt. Until he finds himself
borrowing a dog to meet the gorgeous woman he sees
running in Central Park every morning…

No One but You: A Novel

Not a Sound: A Page-Turning Thriller

Brenda Novak

Heather Gudenkauf

New York Times bestselling author Brenda Novak
welcomes you to Silver Springs, a picturesque
small town in Southern California where even the
hardest hearts can learn to love again…

When a tragic accident leaves nurse Amelia Winn deaf,
she spirals into a depression that ultimately causes her to
lose everything that matters-her job, her husband, David,
and her stepdaughter, Nora. Now, two years later and
with the help of her hearing dog, Stitch, she is finally
getting back on her feet. But when she discovers the
body of a fellow nurse in the dense bush by the river,
deep in the woods near her cabin, she is plunged into a
disturbing mystery that could shatter the carefully
reconstructed pieces of her life all over again.

Struggling to make ends meet after a messy divorce,
Sadie Harris is at the end of her tether. Her waitressing gig
isn't enough to pay the bills let alone secure primary
custody of her son, Jayden, a battle she refuses to lose.
Desperate, she accepts a position assisting Dawson
Reed-the same Dawson Reed who recently stood trial for
the murder of his adoptive parents. Joining him at his
isolated farm seems risky, but Sadie is out of options.

9780778319955
Park Row Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$15.99
352 pages • Trade
Paperback

As clues begin to surface, Amelia finds herself swept into
an investigation that hits all too close to home. But how

Orchard Valley Brides: A Romance Novel Norah

Outlaw's Honor: A Western Romance Novel

Debbie Macomber

B.J. Daniels

ORCHARD VALLEY BRIDES— AND TEXAS GROOMS

She never expected this Cahill to be her hero—or
the only man she'd need

Norah Bloomfield is feeling a bit unneeded these days.
Her father is recovering from his heart attack, and her
sisters, Valerie and Stephanie, are busy planning their
weddings. But then a cantankerous Texan named Rowdy
Cassidy crashes his small plane in Orchard Valley. The
9780778330219
same Rowdy Cassidy who'd been Valerie's boss…and
MIRA
who'd demanded Valerie marry him. Now he's Norah's
B & L Books
patient, and in all her nursing experience she's never
Pub Date: 5/30/17
encountered a more difficult man. Or a more irresistible
$7.99
384 pages • Mass Market one! Except…is he still in love with her sister?
Fiction / Romance /
When Norah's friend Sherry Waterman leaves Orchard

It's hard to forget a beautiful woman who picks your
pocket the first time you meet. Darby Cahill recognizes
Mariah Ayres the moment she walks into his bar looking
for a job. He shouldn't hire her…or crave more after one
impulsive kiss. But what starts as curiosity about her
motives turns to concern when he senses how much
danger she's in.

9780373801985
HQN Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
Mariah has been running ever since she left her fiancé at
384 pages • Mass Market the altar. Now she's playing the part of the perfect
Fiction / Romance /
employee, terrified that her past will catch up with her. But
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HARPER

Party Girls Die in Pearls: An Oxford Girl Mystery

Pharaoh: A Novel of Ancient Egypt

Plum Sykes

Wilbur Smith
#1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER!

It’s 1985, and at Oxford University, Pimm’s, punting, and
ball gowns are de rigeur. Ursula Flowerbutton, a studious
country girl, arrives for her first term anticipating nothing
more sinister than days spent poring over history books in
gilded libraries—and, if she’s lucky, an invitation to a ball.
9780062429025
Harper
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$26.99
352 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Contemporary

9780062441973
William Morrow
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$28.99
464 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Thrillers / Military

But when she discovers a glamorous classmate on a
chaise longue with her throat cut, Ursula is catapulted into
a murder investigation.
Determined to bag her first scoop for the famous student
newspaper Cherwell, Ursula enlists the help of trendsetting American exchange student Nancy Feingold to

EGYPT IS UNDER ATTACK…
Pharaoh Tamose lies mortally wounded. The ancient city
of Luxor is surrounded. All seems lost.
9780062276605
William Morrow
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$9.99
512 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Historical

Taita prepares for the enemy’s final, fatal push. The
ex-slave, now general of Tamose’s armies, is never more
ingenious than when all hope is dashed. And this is Egypt’s
most desperate hour.
With the timely arrival of an old ally, the tide is turned and
the Egyptian army feasts upon its retreating foe. But upon
his victorious return to Luxor, Taita is seized and branded a

Price of Duty: A Novel

Rise and Shine, Benedict Stone: A Novel

Dale Brown

Phaedra Patrick

In a top-secret location deep in the Ural Mountains,
Russian President Gennadiy Gryzlov has built his nation’s
most dangerous weapon since the atomic bomb—a
fearsome tool to gain superiority in Russia’s long-running
battle with the West. From inside Perun Aerie—an intricate
network of underground tunnels and chambers that is the
heart of the Russian cyberwarfare program—he is
launching a carefully plotted series of attacks on an
unsuspecting U.S. and its European allies.

Phaedra Patrick's debut novel, The Curious
Charms of Arthur Pepper, was hailed as
"poignant" and "utterly endearing." Now she
returns with Rise and Shine, Benedict Stone, a
gem of a novel about family, forgiveness and one
man's second chance at happiness.

The first strike targets Warsaw, Poland, where Russian
malware wipes out the records of nearly every Polish
bank account, imploding the country’s financial system
and panicking the rest of Europe. When Stacy Anne

9780778319993
Park Row Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$24.99
368 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Literary

Moonstone for empathy. Azurite for memories. Lapis lazuli
for truth… In the quiet village of Noon Sun, Benedict Stone
has settled into a complacent and predictable routine.
Business at his jewelry shop has dried up; his marriage is
on the rocks. His life is in desperate need of a jump start…
And then a surprise arrives at his door.

Risking It All: A Hidden Falls Novel

Same Beach, Next Year: A Novel

T. J. Kline

Dorothea Benton Frank
One enchanted summer, two couples begin a friendship
that will last more than twenty years and transform their
lives.

9780062651860
Avon Impulse
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$6.99
400 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

9780062681218
William Morrow
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$279.90
Hardcover
Fiction / Contemporary

9780062390783
William Morrow
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$27.99
384 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Contemporary

A chance meeting on the Isle of Palms, one of
Charleston’s most stunning barrier islands, brings former
sweethearts, Adam Stanley and Eve Landers together
again. Their respective spouses, Eliza and Carl, fight
sparks of jealousy flaring from their imagined rekindling of
old flames. As Adam and Eve get caught up on their lives,
their partners strike up a deep friendship—and flirt with an
unexpected attraction—of their own.

Same Beach, Next Year 10c signed carton

The Scattering

Dorothea Benton Frank

Kimberly McCreight

9780062359124
HarperCollins
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$18.99
320 pages • Hardcover
Young Adult Fiction /

Wylie may have escaped the camp, but she is far from
safe. The best way for her to protect herself is to
understand her ability, fast. But after spending a lifetime
trying to ignore her own feelings, giving in to her ability to
read other peoples’ emotions is as difficult as it is
dangerous.
And Wylie isn’t the only one at risk. Ever since they
returned home, Jasper has been spiraling, wracked with
guilt over what happened to Cassie. After all they’ve been
through together, Wylie and Jasper would do anything for
each other, but she doesn’t know if their bond is strong
enough to overcome demons from the past.
It is amid this uncertainty and fear that Wylie finds herself
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MIRA

9780778318200
MIRA
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$15.99
400 pages • Trade
Paperback

9780062673411
Harper Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$15.99
368 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Historical

9789350296967
HarperCollins
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$19.99
116 pages • Hardcover
Fiction

9780062387660
HarperCollins
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$9.99
480 pages • Paperback
Young Adult Fiction /

Spectacle: A Novel

The Summer Guest: A Novel of Chekov

Rachel Vincent

Alison Anderson

In this riveting sequel to New York Times
bestselling author Rachel Vincent's acclaimed
novel Menagerie, Delilah Marlow will discover
that there is no crueler cage than the confines of
the human mind…

During the long, hot summer of 1888, an extraordinary
friendship blossoms between Anton Chekhov and a
young doctor named Zinaida Lintvaryova. Recently
blinded by illness, Zinaida has retreated to her family’s
estate in the lush countryside of eastern Ukraine, where
she is keeping a diary to record her memories of her
earlier life. But when the Chekhov family arrives to spend
the summer at a dacha on the estate, and she meets the
middle son, Anton Pavlovich, her quiet existence is
transformed by the connection they share. What begins
as a journal kept simply to pass the time becomes an
intimate, introspective narrative of Zinaida’s singular
relationship with this writer of growing fame.

When their coup of Metzger's Menagerie is discovered,
Delilah and her fellow cryptids find their newly won
freedom brutally stripped away as they are sold into The
Savage Spectacle, a private collection of "exotic wildlife."
Specializing in ruthless cryptid cage matches, safari-style
creature hunts and living party favors, the Spectacle's
owner, Willem Vandekamp, caters to the forbidden
fetishes of the wealthy and powerful. At the Spectacle,

9780062423382
Harper Perennial
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$15.99
416 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Literary

Sword Song Tie-in: A Novel

Sycamore: A Novel

Bernard Cornwell

Bryn Chancellor

The year is 885, and England is at peace, divided
between the Danish kingdom to the north and the Saxon
kingdom of Wessex in the south. Warrior by instinct and
Viking by nature, Uhtred, the dispossessed son of a
Northumbrian lord, has land, a wife and children—and a
duty to King Alfred to hold the frontier on the Thames. But
a dead man has risen, and new Vikings have invaded the
decayed Roman city of London with dreams of
conquering Wessex...with Uhtred’s help.

Out for a hike one scorching afternoon in Sycamore,
Arizona, a newcomer to town stumbles across what
appear to be human remains embedded in the wall of a
dry desert ravine. As news of the discovery makes its way
around town, Sycamore’s longtime residents fear the
bones may belong to Jess Winters, the teenage girl who
disappeared suddenly some eighteen years earlier, an
unsolved mystery that has soaked into the porous rock of
the town and haunted it ever since. In the days it takes
the authorities to make an identification, the residents
rekindle stories, rumors, and recollections both painful and
poignant as they revisit Jess’s troubled history. In
resurrecting the past, the people of Sycamore will find

Suddenly forced to weigh his oath to the king against the
dangerous turning tide of shifting allegiances and deadly
power struggles, Uhtred—Alfred’s sharpest sword—must
now make the choice that will determine England’s future.

9780062661098
Harper
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$26.99
336 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Literary

Tales on Tweet

Tomorrow's Promise & Above and Beyond

Manoj Pandey

Sandra Brown

Margaret Atwood and Kabir Bedi with death tales, Salman
Rushdie and Jeet Thayil with their dark humour, Teju Cole
meditating on loneliness, Shashi Tharoor on India, Prajwal
Parajuly on literature …It was a literary moment of the
sort: spontaneous, changeable, tangential and then, just
like Twitter itself, surprisingly poignant in bursts and flashes.

Two powerful fan-favorite tales of love, loss and
moving on

But it was when these stories came together with Yuko
Shimizu’s phantasmagorical images that Tales on Tweet
stepped off the scrollable vortex of a webpage and into
the tactile intimacy of the reading experience.
Together, they tell powerful stories that explore the
dramatic potential of brevity through micro-narratives that

Tomorrow's Promise

9780373804092
HQN Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
576 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

Keely Williams's heart broke the day her soldier husband
was declared MIA. Since then, she's found some peace as
an advocate for POWs, but she knows she'll never love
again.
Until, on a crowded flight to Washington, DC, she meets
Dax, and it happens the way attraction happens best:
suddenly, passionately and uncontrollably. Can Keely
allow herself a future while still honoring the man from her
past?

United as One

Up at Butternut Lake: A Novel

Pittacus Lore

Mary McNear

The Mogadorian invasion has come to Earth, and they
have all but won the battle for our planet. Their warships
loom over our most populous cities, and no army will risk
making a move against them. The Garde are all that
stand in their way…but they are no longer alone in this
fight. Human teenagers from across the globe, like John
Smith’s best friend, Sam Goode, have begun to develop
their own Legacies.

It’s summer, and Allie Beckett has returned to her family’s
cabin beside tranquil Butternut Lake, where as a teenager
she spent so many carefree days. She’s promised her
five-year-old son, Wyatt, they will be happy there. She’s
promised herself this is the place to begin again after her
husband’s death in Afghanistan. The cabin holds wonderful
memories, but from the moment she crosses its threshold
Allie is seized with doubts. Has she done the right thing
uprooting her little boy from the only home he’s ever
known?

The Garde have always known there is power in
numbers. If they can find these new Garde and join
forces with them—as the Elders had always
intended—they just might be able to win this war. The

9780062688989
William Morrow
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
400 pages • Mass Market Allie and her son are embraced by the townsfolk, and her
reunions with old friends are joyous ones. And then there
Fiction / Contemporary
are newcomers like Walker Ford, who mostly keeps to
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WILLIAM MORROW PAPERBACKS

9780062283979
William Morrow
Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$15.99
368 pages • Paperback

9780373212521
Harlequin Teen
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$18.99
416 pages • Hardcover
Young Adult Fiction /

9780062289254
Avon
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
416 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

9780062437488
Avon
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
384 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

Watching the Dark: An Inspector Banks Novel

What She Saw: A Novel

Peter Robinson

Gerard Stembridge

A decorated policeman is murdered on the tranquil
grounds of the St. Peter’s Police Treatment Centre, shot
through the heart with a crossbow arrow, and
compromising photographs are discovered in his room.

The storied Hotel Chevalier on Paris’ ritzy Right Bank hosts
celebrities, dignitaries, and—for one night—Lana Gibson,
an American woman who’s escaped the monotony of her
staid married life for a cultural jaunt to the City of Light. As
long as she takes her meds, she promises herself, her
heightened curiosity and manic elation will stay under
control.

Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks is well aware that he
must handle the highly sensitive and dangerously
explosive investigation with the utmost discretion. And as
he digs deeper, he discovers that the murder may be
linked to an unsolved missing persons case from six years
earlier—and the current crime may involve some very
bad, crooked cops.

9780062568984
Harper Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$15.99
320 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers /

But when that curiosity leads her to the hotel’s private
elevator which serves only the ultra-elite penthouse Suite
Imperial, she spies much more than plush carpets and gilt
chandeliers: a young woman caught in the clutches of a
threatening-looking older man. Unable to erase the image

When It's Real

White Hot: A Hidden Legacy Novel

Erin Watt

Ilona Andrews

Wealth, fame and a real-life romance she never
expected -- seventeen-year-old Vaughn Bennett
lands it all when she agrees to become a pop
star's fake girlfriend in this smart, utterly
addictive novel from #1 New York Times
bestselling author duo Erin Watt.

Nevada Baylor has a unique and secret skill—she knows
when people are lying—and she’s used that magic (along
with plain, hard work) to keep her colorful and close-knit
family’s detective agency afloat. But her new case pits her
against the shadowy forces that almost destroyed the city
of Houston once before, bringing Nevada back into
contact with Connor “Mad” Rogan.

Under ordinary circumstances, Oakley Ford and Vaughn
Bennett would never even cross paths.
There's nothing ordinary about Oakley. This bad-boy pop
star's got Grammy Awards, millions of fangirls and a
reputation as a restless, too-charming troublemaker. But

9780062674791
Avon
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$25.99
352 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Romance /

Rogan is a billionaire Prime—the highest rank of magic
user—and as unreadable as ever, despite Nevada’s
“talent”. But there’s no hiding the sparks between them.
Now that the stakes are even higher, both professionally
and personally, and their foes are unimaginably powerful,
Rogan and Nevada will find that nothing burns like ice…

White Hot: A Hidden Legacy Novel

Without Mercy: A Body Farm Novel

Ilona Andrews

Jefferson Bass

Nevada Baylor has a unique and secret skill—she knows
when people are lying—and she’s used that magic (along
with plain, hard work) to keep her colorful and close-knit
family’s detective agency afloat. But her new case pits her
against the shadowy forces that almost destroyed the city
of Houston once before, bringing Nevada back into
contact with Connor “Mad” Rogan.

Forensic anthropologist Bill Brockton’s latest case proves to
be his most bizarre and merciless: A ravaged set of
skeletal remains is found scattered in the woods of nearby
Cooke County. The victim, a young male under the age
of thirty, had been chained, hand and foot, to a tree on a
remote mountainside. As Brockton and his longtime
graduate assistant, Miranda, dig deeper to establish his
identity, they uncover warning signs that a
long-simmering hatred is about to explode in violence.

Rogan is a billionaire Prime—the highest rank of magic
user—and as unreadable as ever, despite Nevada’s
“talent”. But there’s no hiding the sparks between them.
Now that the stakes are even higher, both professionally
and personally, and their foes are unimaginably powerful,
Rogan and Nevada will find that nothing burns like ice…

9780062363213
William Morrow
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
But in the middle of the troubling investigation, the
$9.99
384 pages • Mass Market unthinkable happens. Sadistic serial killer Nick
Satterfield—the most frightening criminal Brockton has
Fiction / Thrillers /
ever foiled—escapes from prison, bent on wreaking

Wrecked: LOST Series #6

Black Apple

Cynthia Eden

Joan Crate

SHE LEFT HIM ONCE.
LOST Agent Ana Young was only fourteen when she was
abducted by a madman, but unlike many kidnapping
victims, she did go home. Now, her mission is to find the
missing. But her new case has her on the hunt for the
escaped convict who’s obsessed with her. And Ana has an
unlikely partner—the sexy, supposedly-by-the-book FBI
Agent she had one amazing night with and had to forget.

Torn from her home and delivered to St. Mark’s
Residential School for Girls by government decree, young
Rose Marie finds herself in an alien universe where
nothing of her previous life is tolerated, not even her
Blackfoot name. For she has entered into the world of the
Sisters of Brotherly Love, an order of nuns dedicated to
saving the Indigenous children from damnation. Life under
the sharp eye of Mother Grace, the Mother General,
becomes an endless series of torments, from daily
recitations and obligations to chronic sickness and inedible
food. And then there are the beatings. All the feisty Rose
Marie wants to do is escape from St. Mark’s. How her
imagination soars as she dreams about her lost family on

NOW HE HAS TO PROTECT HER 24/7…
FBI Special Agent Cash Knox knows that Ana, the petite,
tough-ass former bounty hunter, can get the job done
again. But this time, someone else leads them to “Bernie-

9781476795171
Simon & Schuster
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$16.00
336 pages • Trade
Paperback
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ATRIA BOOKS

9781451666397
Atria Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$16.00
368 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781501118173
Gallery Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$16.00
336 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781507204566
Gallery Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$16.99
208 pages • Trade
Paperback

The Blue Hour: A Novel

The Broken Road: A Novel

Douglas Kennedy

Richard Paul Evans

Robin knew Paul wasn’t perfect. But he said they were so
lucky to have found each other, and she believed it was
true. When he suggests a month in Morocco—where he
once lived and worked, a place where the modern meets
the medieval—Robin reluctantly agrees.

Chicago celebrity, Charles James can’t shake the
nightmare that wakes him each night. He sees himself
walking down a long, broken highway the sides of which
are lit in flames. Where is he going? Why is he walking?
What is the wailing he hears around him?

Once immersed into the swirling, white-hot exotica of a
walled city on the North African Atlantic coast, Robin finds
herself acclimatizing to its wonderful strangeness. Paul is
everything she wants him to be—passionate, talented,
knowledgeable. She is convinced that it is here that she
will finally become pregnant.

9781501111648
Simon & Schuster
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$19.99
304 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Romance /

By day, he wonders why he’s so haunted and unhappy
when he has all he ever wanted-fame, fans and fortune
and the lavish lifestyle it affords him. Coming from a
childhood of poverty and pain, this is what he’s dreamed
of. But now, at the pinnacle of his career, he’s started to
wonder if he’s wanted the wrong things. His wealth has
come legally, but questionably, from the power of his

Buns

The Darkest Corner

Alice Clayton

Liliana Hart

Clara Morgan is living the dream, if you can call rebranding
hotels that are desperate for a new life and running any
kind of marathon a dream. Which she does. But the
career she loves and the endurance races that keep her
adrenaline pumping have kept her too busy to put down
any roots. Growing up in foster care, she’s never been
able to establish traditions of her own, which may be why
she’s fascinated by the rituals that generations-old family
resorts are known for. She’s especially interested in the
Bryant Mountain House, and not just for their secret recipe
for the yummy, gooey, can’t-get-enough-of Hot Cross
Buns….

The Gravediggers aren’t exactly what they seem. They’re
the most elite of the world’s fighting forces—and all they
have in common is that they’ve been betrayed by the
countries they’ve died for. Because they are dead. To their
country, their military, and their families.
9781501150036
Pocket Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$7.99
368 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

Sometimes the dead do rise...
Deacon Tucker is a dead man walking. A former black ops
agent, he was disavowed and stripped of all honor before
being recruited as a Gravedigger. But his honor and good
name no longer matter, because no one knows he’s alive,
and he’ll never get the recognition he deserves. His

Dead Spider

The Fat Artist and Other Stories

Victoria Houston

Benjamin Hale

On a lovely Sunday afternoon in late June, the annual
Loon Lake Youth Fishing Tournament is coming to a close.
People are happy, kids are full of ice cream, and
teenagers are setting off firecrackers so loud that no one
hears a gunshot.

In prose alternately stark, lush and hallucinatory,
occasionally nightmarish and often absurd,

When the crowd thins out, an attractive young wife
makes a grisly discovery: A single bullet to the head has
killed her much-older husband—the richest man in
Wisconsin.
Meanwhile, as Police Chief Lewellyn Ferris gets the
murder investigation underway, her good friend and

9781476776217
Simon & Schuster
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$16.00
288 pages • Trade
Paperback

the voices in Benjamin Hale’s The Fat Artist and Other
Stories speak from the margins: a dominatrix whose
longtime client, a US congressman, drops dead during a
tryst in a hotel room; an addict in precarious recovery who
lands a job driving a truck full of live squid; a heartbroken
performance artist who attempts to eat himself to death
as a work of art. From underground radicals hiding in
Morocco to an aging hippy in Colorado in the summer
before 9/11 to a young drag queen in New York at the
cusp of the AIDS crisis, these stories rove freely across

Foreign Agent: A Thriller

The Four Legendary Kingdoms

Brad Thor

Matthew Reilly

Terrorism in Europe has spun out of control. The United
States has decided on a dramatic response. Now, the CIA
needs a very special kind of operative.

A RUTHLESS KIDNAPPING

Scot Harvath has exactly the skills the CIA is looking for.
He’s a former US Navy SEAL with extensive experience in
espionage. Working for a private intelligence company, he
will provide the CIA, and more important, the President,
with absolute deniability.

9781476789361
Pocket Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$9.99
But deep within the Russian Caucasus, Moscow also has
448 pages • Mass Market its own special kind of operative. When a clandestine
Fiction / Thrillers
American operations team is ambushed near Syria, all

9781501167157
Gallery Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$26.00
448 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Action &

Jack West, Jr. and his family are living happily on their
remote farm when Jack is brutally kidnapped and he
awakes in an underground cell to find a masked attacker
with a knife charging at him.
THE GREAT GAMES
Jack, it seems, has been chosen—along with a dozen
other elite soldiers—to compete in a series of deadly
challenges designed to fulfil an ancient ritual.
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9781501126154
Pocket Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$9.99
464 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers /

Ghost Sniper: A Sniper Elite Novel

The Girl From Home: A Thriller

Scott McEwen, Thomas Koloniar

Adam Mitzner

Bob Pope, the director of an American secret intelligence
antiterrorism program, has lost contact with his most
trusted operative, Navy Master Chief Gil Shannon, fearing
him dead when a mission to take out a Swiss banker
channeling funds to Muslim extremists goes awry.

A “gripping thriller” (Publishers Weekly) featuring
page-turning tension, psychological twists and turns, and
an unforgettable voice, perfect for fans of Patricia
Highsmith and Gillian Flynn.

Now an American politician and her team have been
assassinated in Mexico City by the Ghost Sniper—an
American ex-military gunman-for-hire employed by
Mexico’s most ruthless drug cartel—and Pope must turn
instead to retired Navy SEAL Daniel Crosswhite and
brand-new Sniper Elite hero, ex–Green Beret Chance
Vaught, in order to track down the Ghost Sniper and

Hold Back the Stars: A Novel

Dayton Ward

Katie Khan

2031: United States Air Force fighter jets shoot down an
unidentified spacecraft and take its crew into custody.
Soon, it’s learned that the ship is one of several dispatched
across space by an alien species, the Eizand, to search for
a new home before their own world becomes
uninhabitable. Fearing extraterrestrial invasion,
government and military agencies which for more than
eighty years have operated in secret swing into action,
charged with protecting humanity no matter the cost...

Trapped in the vast void of space, Carys and Max have
only ninety minutes of oxygen left to live. None of this
was supposed to happen. After a freak accident, Carys
and Max are left adrift in space with nothing to hold onto
but each other. As they fall, they can’t help but look back
at the world they left behind. A world whose rules they
couldn’t submit to, a place where they never really
belonged; a home they’re determined to get back to
because they’ve come too far to lose each other now.
While their air ticks dangerously low, one is offered the
chance of salvation—but who will take it?

9781501142932
Gallery Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$26.00
320 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Literary

In this startling and evocative novel harkening to both One

Lily and the Octopus

Manitou Canyon: A Novel

Steven Rowley

William Kent Krueger

Ted—a gay, single, struggling writer is stuck: unable to
open himself up to intimacy except through the steadfast
companionship of Lily, his elderly dachshund. When Lily’s
health is compromised, Ted vows to save her by any
means necessary. By turns hilarious and poignant, an
adventure with spins into magic realism and beautifully
evoked truths of loss and longing, Lily and the Octopus
reminds us how it feels to love fiercely, how difficult it can
be to let go, and how the fight for those we love is the
greatest fight of all.

Since the violent deaths of his wife, father, and best friend
all occurred in previous Novembers, Cork O’Connor has
always considered it to be the cruelest of months. Yet, his
daughter has chosen this dismal time of year in which to
marry, and Cork is understandably uneasy.

Introducing a dazzling and completely original new voice in
fiction and an unforgettable hound that will break your

9781476749273
Atria Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$16.00
336 pages • Trade
Paperback

Nearly Nero: The Adventures of Claudius Lyon,

Andrew Pyper

Loren D Estleman
From 1934 until his death in 1976, Rex Stout entertained
the world with the exploits of Nero Wolfe—the eccentric,
orchid-breeding detective genius—as related by Archie
Goodwin, his irreverent legman. Nearly Nero is an
affectionate, tongue-in-cheek homage to Stout’s greatest
creation.
Claudius Lyon is a fanatic admirer of Wolfe. He has
retrofitted himself and his townhouse after Wolfe’s and
has hired a man named Arnie Woodbine to serve as his
Archie Goodwin. However, Lyon’s naiveté and Woodbine’s
larcenous nature constantly put them in jeopardy—more

His concern comes to a head when a man camping in
Minnesota’s Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness
goes missing. As the official search ends with no recovery
in sight, Cork is asked by the man’s family to stay on the
case. Although the wedding is fast approaching and the
weather looks threatening, he accepts and returns to that
vast wilderness.

The Only Child

the Man Who Would Be Wolfe

9781507203279
Gallery Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$24.99
192 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Mystery &

Jonathan Caine is a true master of the universe—a
currency arbitrageur earning millions with a trophy wife, a
penthouse condo with a view of the Statute of Liberty,
and the desire for more—when his world comes crashing
down. In the midst of this donward spiral, Jonathan
returns to his hometown to care for his ailing father and
attend his twenty-fifth high school reunion, where he
becomes reacquainted with former prom queen

Hearts and Minds

9781501147319
Pocket Books/Star Trek
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
2386: Continuing their exploration of the Odyssean Pass,
400 pages • Mass Market Captain Jean-Luc Picard and the crew of the Starship
Fiction / Science Fiction / Enterprise discover what they at first believe is a

9781501126239
Simon & Schuster
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$16.00
336 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781476764375
Gallery Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$16.00
336 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781476755212
Simon & Schuster
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$25.00
304 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Literary

As a forensic psychiatrist at New York’s leading institution of
its kind, Dr. Lily Dominick has evaluated the mental states
of some of the country’s most dangerous psychotics. But
the strangely compelling client she interviewed today—a
man with no name, accused of the most twisted crime—
struck her as somehow different from the others, despite
the two impossible claims he made.
First, that he is more than two hundred years old and
personally inspired Mary Shelley, Robert Louis Stevenson,
and Bram Stoker in creating the three novels of the
nineteenth century that define the monstrous in the
modern imagination. Second, that he’s Lily’s father. To
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9781501139734
Gallery Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$18.00
400 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781250127426
St. Martin's Griffin
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$16.99
400 pages • Trade
Paperback

Owl and the Electric Samurai

The Simplicity of Cider: A Novel

Kristi Charish

Amy E. Reichert

The International Archaeology Association (IAA) is
responsible for keeping all things supernatural under
wraps. They’re also responsible for ruining the promising
archaeology career of Alix Hiboux, better known as Owl.

Focused and unassuming fifth generation cider-maker
Sanna Lund has one desire: to live a simple, quiet life on
her family’s apple orchard in Door County, Wisconsin.
Although her business is struggling, Sanna remains fiercely
devoted to the orchard, despite her brother’s attempts to
convince their aging father to sell the land.

Needless to say, Owl’s still a little sore about that.
Just to keep Owl’s life lively, the IAA has opened a bounty
on the two designers of World Quest, the online RPG that
is much, much more than it seems. Owl needs to locate
the notorious gaming duo before the other mercenaries
do. But finding the gamers won’t be easy since every clue
points to them hiding out in the legendary lost city of

Single dad Isaac Banks has spent years trying to shield his
son Sebastian from his troubled mother. Fleeing
heartbreak at home, Isaac packed up their lives and the
two headed out on an adventure, driving across the
country. Chance—or fate—led them straight to Sanna’s
orchard.

After the Fall: A Novel

Arabella of Mars

Julie Cohen

David D. Levine

When an unfortunate accident forces Honor back into the
lives of her widowed daughter-in-law, Jo, and her only
granddaughter, Lydia, she cannot wait to be well enough
to get back to her own home. However, the longer she
stays with Jo and Lydia, the more they start to feel like a
real family. But each of the three women is keeping
secrets from the others that threaten to destroy the lives
they’ve come to know.

A plantation in a flourishing British colony on Mars is home
to Arabella Ashby, a young woman who is perfectly
content growing up in the untamed frontier. But days
spent working on complex automata with her father or
stalking her brother Michael with her Martian nanny is not
the proper behavior of an English lady. That is something
her mother plans to remedy with a move to an exotic
world Arabella has never seen: London, England.

Honor’s secret threatens to rob her of the independence
she’s guarded ferociously for eighty years.
Jo’s secret could destroy the “normal” family life she’s

9780765394750
Tor Science Fiction
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
416 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Alternative

However, when events transpire that threaten her home
on Mars, Arabella decides that sometimes doing the right
thing is far more important than behaving as expected.
She disguises herself as a boy and joins the crew of the

The Bad Luck Bride

The Best of Adam Sharp: A Novel

Janna MacGregor

Graeme Simsion

From an emerging new voice comes The Bad Luck Bride,
a Regency romance that begins with a cursed bride and a
plot for revenge.

On the cusp of turning fifty, Adam Sharp likes his life. He’s
happy with his partner Claire, he excels in music trivia at
quiz night at the local pub, he looks after his mother, and
he does the occasional consulting job in IT. But he can
never quite shake off his nostalgia for what might have
been: his blazing affair more than twenty years ago with
an intelligent and strong-willed actress named Angelina
Brown who taught him for the first time what it means to
find—and then lose—love. How different might his life
have been if he hadn’t let her walk away?

Alexander Hallworth, Marquess of Pembrooke, will not rest
until he gets vengeance on the man who destroyed his
family. Just one more piece needs to fall into place for
Alex to succeed: he needs to convince the man’s fiancée,
the tragically beautiful Lady Claire Cavensham, to marry
him instead.

9781250116123
St. Martin's Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
352 pages • Mass Market Lady Claire’s “curse” has left her one step away from
Fiction / Romance /
social ruin: her past three engagements have gone awry,

9781250109552
St. Martin's Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
400 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

9781501154928
Gallery Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$16.00
336 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781250130402
St. Martin's Press
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$26.99
320 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Contemporary

And then, out of nowhere, from the other side of the
world, Angelina gets in touch. What does she want? Does

Blaze: A Dragon Romance

The Book of Summer: A Novel

Donna Grant

Michelle Gable

Anson is a fierce Dragon King, born and bred to protect his
own. When a rogue tech company manages to obtain
confidential information on the Dragon Kings, he knows
he must find out more about this threat. But unlocking
their secrets is harder than he anticipated—and when a
fiery human working for the enemy strays across his path,
a little seduction turns into unbridled desire…

Physician Bess Codman has returned to her family’s
Nantucket compound, Cliff House, for the first time in four
years. Her great-grandparents built Cliff House almost a
century before, but due to erosion, the once-grand home
will soon fall into the sea. Though she’s purposefully
avoided the island, Bess must now pack up the house
and deal with her mother, a notorious town rabble-rouser,
who refuses to leave.

Intelligent and shrewd, Devon Abrams stumbles upon
disturbing documents that calls into question everything
she thought she knew. All too soon, she finds herself in
the middle of a conspiracy. The only one she dares to rely
on is Anson – a handsome Highlander who also happens

9781250070623
St. Martin's Press
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$25.99
416 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Contemporary

The Book of Summer unravels the power and secrets of
Cliff House as told through the voices of Ruby Packard, a
bright-eyed and idealistic newlywed on the eve of WWII,
the home’s definitive guestbook, and Bess herself. Bess’s
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9781250135025
St. Martin's Griffin
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$10.99
528 pages • Trade
Paperback

Carry On

The Charmers: A Novel

Rainbow Rowell

Elizabeth Adler

Simon Snow is the worst Chosen One who's ever been
chosen.

When Mirabella Matthews’ Aunt Jolly dies unexpectedly
and under mysterious circumstances Mirabella suddenly
finds herself the new owner of a villa in the South of
France. But with the inheritance come unexpected
mysteries…and dangers.

That's what his roommate, Baz, says. And Baz might be
evil and a vampire and a complete git, but he's probably
right.
Half the time, Simon can't even make his wand work,
and the other half, he starts something on fire. His
mentor's avoiding him, his girlfriend broke up with him,
and there's a magic-eating monster running around,
wearing Simon's face. Baz would be having a field day
with all this, if he were here -- it's their last year at the

9781250058218
Minotaur Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
320 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers /

Come Sundown

The Dangerous Billionaire: A Billionaire Navy
SEAL Romance

Nora Roberts

Jackie Ashenden

A saga of love, family ties, and twisted passions
from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
The Obsession…

9781250123077
St. Martin's Press
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$27.99
480 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Romance /

9780765385680
Tor Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$27.99
384 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Fantasy /

The Bodine ranch and resort in western Montana is a
family business, an idyllic spot for vacationers. A little over
thirty thousand acres and home to four generations, it’s
kept running by Bodine Longbow with the help of a large
staff, including new hire Callen Skinner. There was another
member of the family once: Bodine’s aunt, Alice, who ran
off before Bodine was born. She never returned, and the
Longbows don’t talk about her much. The younger ones,
who never met her, quietly presume she’s dead. But she

On her way to the villa, Mirabella is run off the road by a
motorcycle, and that’s only just the beginning. It turns out
that Aunt Jolly had a past, and as the various men who
were a part of it show up, Mirabella must find out who
can be trusted and who is using charm to mask the face
of a murderer.

Navy SEAL Sullivan ‘Van’ Tate is an enigma. A hardened
warrior but raised among the New York City elite, Van
prefers action over fancy Wall Street corner offices. But
when his adoptive father dies and his business rivals
move in to overtake his empire, Van must suit up to save
the company. Unfortunately, that means dealing with the
woman who’s been a thorn in his side for years: his
dangerously sexy foster sister…

9781250122797
St. Martin's Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
Chloe Tate is driven, and it’s galling her father gave his
368 pages • Mass Market company to her rough and ready foster brother over her.
Fiction / Romance /
But the thing that makes her hate him most of all is the

Deadmen Walking: A Deadman's Cross Novel

Die Like an Eagle: A Meg Langslow Mystery

Sherrilyn Kenyon

Donna Andrews

Deadmen tell their tales...

The brilliantly funny Donna Andrews delivers another
winner in the acclaimed avian-themed series that mystery
readers have come to love.

To catch evil, it takes evil. Enter Devyl Bane–-an ancient
dark warlord returned to the human realm as one of the
most notorious pirates in the New World. A man of many
secrets, Bane makes a pact with Thorn–-an immortal
charged with securing the worst creations the ancient gods
ever released into our world. Those powers have been
imprisoned for eons behind enchanted gates...gates that
are beginning to buckle. At Thorn’s behest, Bane takes
command of a crew of Deadmen and, together, they are
humanity’s last hope to restore the gates and return the
damned to their hell realms.

Meg is Team Mom and Michael is coach of their twin sons'
youth baseball team, the Caerphilly Eagles. Meg tangles
9781250130679
with Biff Brown, the petty, vindictive league head. On
St. Martin's Paperbacks
opening day, Biff's lookalike brother is found dead in the
B & L Books
porta-potty at the ball field. So many people think Biff's
Pub Date: 5/2/17
scum that it would be easy to blame him, but he has an
$7.99
alibi—and Meg suspects he may actually have been the
320 pages • Mass Market intended victim.
Fiction / Mystery &

The Dinosaur Knights

Exile for Dreamers: A Stranje House Novel

Victor Milán

Kathleen Baldwin

Paradise is a sprawling, diverse, often cruel world.
Armored knights ride dinosaurs to battle legions of
war-trained Triceratops and their upstart peasant crews.

It’s 1814. Napoleon has escaped his imprisonment on
Elba. Europe is in shambles. Britain is at war on four fronts.
And at Stranje House, a School for Unusual Girls, five
young ladies are secretly being trained for a world of
spies, diplomacy, and war....

Karyl Bogomirsky is one such knight who has chosen to
rally those who seek a way from the path of war and
madness. The fact that the Empire has announced a
religious crusade against his peaceful kingdom doesn't
help him one bit.

9780765382122
Tor Fantasy
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$9.99
Things really turn to mud when the dreaded Grey Angels,
624 pages • Mass Market fabled ancient weapons of the Gods who created Paradise
Fiction / Fantasy / Epic
in the first place come on the scene after almost a

9780765376039
Tor Teen
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$9.99
384 pages • Trade
Paperback

Tess Aubreyson can’t run far enough or fast enough to
escape the prophetic dreams that haunt her. Dreams bring
nothing but death and grief, and Tess refuses to accept
that any good can come from the Sight—the curse that
destroyed her mother. But when danger threatens Stranje
House, Tess’s disturbing dreams become the only means
of saving Lord Ravencross, the man she loves, and her
2017_05_All - May 2017
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9781250118455
St. Martin's Press
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$25.99
336 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Literary

9781250043207
St. Martin's Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$9.99
544 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Political

Extraordinary Adventures: A Novel

False Hearts: A Novel

Daniel Wallace

Laura Lam

Edsel Bronfman works as a junior executive shipping clerk
for an importer of Korean flatware. He lives in a seedy
neighborhood and spends his free time with his spirited
mother. Things happen to other people, and Bronfman
knows it. Until, that is, he gets a call from operator 61217
telling him that he’s won a free weekend at a beachfront
condo in Destin, Florida. But there’s a catch: the offer is
intended for a couple, and Bronfman has only
seventy-nine days to find someone to take with him.

Raised in the closed cult of Mana's Hearth and denied
access to modern technology, conjoined sisters Taema
and Tila dream of a life beyond the walls of the
compound. When the heart they share begins to fail, the
twins escape to San Francisco, where they are surgically
separated and given new artificial hearts. From then on
they pursue lives beyond anything they could have
previously imagined.

The phone call jolts Bronfman into motion, initiating a
series of truly extraordinary adventures as he sets out to
find a companion for his weekend getaway. Open at last

9780765382061
Tor Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$14.99
384 pages • Trade
Paperback

First Strike: A Thriller

The Graves: A Novel

Ben Coes

Pamela Wechsler

Deep within the Pentagon, a covert, multi-billion-dollar
arms-for-influence program was created. The mission: to
protect the country and its allies from terrorist acts by
secretly enabling a hand-picked man to emerge as the
most powerful leader in the Middle East. But when Tristan
Nazir double-crosses Washington, and uses the program
for his own violent ends to create ISIS, America finds itself
facing its greatest risk yet.

Abby Endicott, the chief of the District Attorney’s homicide
unit in Boston, returns in the heart-racing follow-up to
Mission Hill. Things are looking good for Abby: she’s top
pick to be the next District Attorney, and her musician
boyfriend Ty has moved in, despite her upper crust
family’s objections. But a serial killer is on the loose, and
with two college-aged girls dead and one missing, time is
running out. When the sons of a prominent senator are
linked to the murders, Abby pushes back, stopping at
nothing to find justice for the girls. This time, the killer
could be right under her nose, and she may be the next
victim.

Elite operative Dewey Andreas is sent to Syria to retrieve
details about the source of ISIS’s funding—until his cover is
blown and chaos erupts in the streets. He manages to
send intel just in time to for the U.S. to cut off a final arms

9781250077882
Minotaur Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$25.99
336 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Mystery &

A Great Reckoning: A Novel

The Graveyard of the Hesperides: A Flavia
Albia Novel

Louise Penny

Lindsey Davis

9781250131157
Minotaur Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$16.99
336 pages • Trade
Paperback

In first century Rome, Flavia Albia, the adopted daughter
of Marcus Didius Falco, has taken up her father’s former
profession of informer. On a typical day, it’s small cases—
cheating spouses, employees dipping into the till—but this
isn’t a typical day. Her beloved, the plebeian Manlius
Faustus, has recently moved in and decided that they
should get married in a big, showy ceremony as part of
starting a proper domestic life together. Slightly more
shocking, his contracting firm, busy while renovating a
rundown dive bar called “The Garden of the Hesperides,”
uncovers human remains buried in the backyard. A bit of
asking around reveals that there have been rumors for

When an intricate old map is found stuffed into the walls
of the bistro in Three Pines, it at first seems no more than
a curiosity. But the closer the villagers look, the stranger it
becomes.
Given to Armand Gamache as a gift the first day of his
new job, the map eventually leads him to shattering
secrets. To an old friend and older adversary. It leads the
former Chief of Homicide for the Sûreté du Québec to
places even he is afraid to go. But must.

9781250130747
St. Martin's Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$9.99
And there he finds four young cadets in the Sûreté
592 pages • Mass Market academy, and a dead professor. And, with the body, a
Fiction / Mystery &
copy of the old, odd map.

The Guns Above

High Stakes: A Wild Cards Novel

Robyn Bennis

George R. R. Martin, Wild Cards Trust, Melinda Snodgrass

They say it’s not the fall that kills you.

Perfect for old fans and new readers alike, High Stakes,
now in trade paperback, delves deeper into the world of
aces and jokers in a pulpy, page-turning novel of
superheroics and Lovecraftian horror.

For Josette Dupre, the Corps’ first female airship captain, it
might just be a bullet in the back.
9780765388766
Tor Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$25.99
352 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Fantasy / Epic

Ten years later, Tila returns one night to the twins' home in
the city, terrified and covered in blood, just before the
police arrive and arrest her for murder—the first homicide
by a civilian in decades. Tila is suspected of involvement

On top of patrolling the front lines, she must also contend
with a crew who doubts her expertise, a new airship that
is an untested deathtrap, and the foppish aristocrat Lord
Bernat, a gambler and shameless flirt with the military
know-how of a thimble. He’s also been assigned to her
ship to catalog her every moment of weakness and
indecision.

9780765335630
Tor Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$15.99
560 pages • Trade
Paperback

After the concluding events of Lowball, Officer Francis
Black of Fort Freak, vigilante joker Marcus “The Infamous
Black Tongue” Morgan, and ace thief Mollie “Tesseract”
Steunenberg get stuck in Talas, Kazakhstan. There, the
coldblooded Baba Yaga forces jokers into an illegal fighting
ring, but her hidden agenda is much darker: Her fighters'
deaths serve to placate a vicious monster from another
dimension. When the last line of defense against this
2017_05_All - May 2017
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9781250078605
St. Martin's Griffin
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$16.99
544 pages • Trade
Paperback

Hunger

It's Always the Husband: A Novel

Eve Langlais, Kate Douglas, A. C. Arthur

Michele Campbell

A brand new, never before published novella!

Kate, Aubrey, and Jenny. They first met as college
roommates and soon became inseparable, even though
they are as different as three women can be. Twenty
years later, one of them is standing at the edge of a
bridge, and someone else is urging them to jump.

In The Alpha’s Mate, villains aren’t supposed to rescue
damsels, and pack alphas are known to have complete
control of their wolf. But when Fabian saves a certain lady
from drowning, everything he knows gets tossed away
and only one thing becomes clear: she’s his mate—and
someone wants to kill her. Hell no. Protecting her, though,
is only part of his problem. He also has to convince her
she belongs to him. In her words, “Hell no.” When she
flees, little does she realize this wolf loves to chase. And
when he catches the woman he wants? She’ll become
the Alpha’s Mate.

A Killer Ball at Honeychurch Hall
Hannah Dennison
In this delightful new mystery, our heroine Kat Stanford
stumbles upon a hidden room in an abandoned wing at
Honeychurch Hall.

9781250130358
Minotaur Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$15.99
304 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781250130266
St. Martin's Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$8.99
400 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Mystery &

However, Kat’s initial excitement soon ends in horror.
There, lying on the cold, stone floor, Kat comes across the
body of a young woman dressed in an Egyptian toga and
wearing a tawdry fairground trinket around her broken
neck.
Suspicion falls on some of those who live at the Hall—both
upstairs and down—and even those who are just passing
through.

9781250081803
St. Martin's Press
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$26.99
336 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Contemporary

How did things come to this?
As the novel cuts back and forth between their college
years and their adult years, you see the exact reasons
why these women love and hate each other—but can
feelings that strong lead to murder? Or will everyone
assume, as is often the case, that it’s always the

Killing for You: A Brave Soldier, a Beautiful
Dancer, and a Shocking Double Murder
Keith Elliot Greenberg
In 2010, Samuel Herr was doing everything right. He was
an Afghan War vet with over $60,000 in the bank and
plans to become an officer after he finished college. He
had close friends and family, and his dad was his best
friend. But all of that changed when Sam’s dad walked
into his apartment and found a woman—Sam’s friend Juri
“Julie” Kibuishi—kneeling by his bed with two bullets in her
head. Sam was nowhere to be found.

9780312545086
St. Martin's True Crime
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
Police immediately suspected Sam had gone on the run
288 pages • Mass Market after killing Julie, but nothing added up—until they found
True Crime / Murder
Sam’s body, dismembered in the attic of a community

A Killing in the Hills

Ladies' Night

Julia Keller

Mary Kay Andrews

What's happening in Acker's Gap, WV? Three elderly men
are gunned down over their coffee at a local diner. It
happened so fast, and no one seems to have gotten a
good look at the shooter. Was it random? Was it
connected to a spate of drug violence? Or were the men
targeted?
One of the witnesses was Carla Elkins, teenaged daughter
of Bell Elkins, the county prosecuting attorney. Carla
believes she might be uniquely placed to help her mother
do her job.
After all, what better way to repair their fragile relationship?

Grace Stanton's life as a rising media star and lifestyle
blogger takes a turn when she catches her husband
cheating and torpedoes his car into the family swimming
pool. Grace suddenly finds herself locked out of her home,
checking account, and even the blog she has worked so
hard to develop. Moving in with her mother, who owns
9781250130624
and lives above a rundown beach bar called The
St. Martin's Paperbacks
Sandbox, is less than ideal. So is attending courtB & L Books
mandated "divorce recovery" therapy sessions with three
Pub Date: 5/2/17
other women and one man. When their "divorce coach"
$8.99
starts to act suspiciously, they start having their own
608 pages • Mass Market Wednesday "Ladies' Night" sessions at The Sandbox, and
Fiction / Contemporary
the bonds that develop lead them to try to find closure in

Long Shot: A Sniper Novel

Lost Lake: A Novel

Sgt. Jack Coughlin, Donald A. Davis

Sarah Addison Allen

A top Russian intelligence agent has defected to the West
and the only man with whom he will speak is Kyle
Swanson, who busted him out of the U.S. Marine Corps
Scout Sniper School years ago. The defector proves to be
an Edward Snowden--type gold mine of amazing secrets
about the president’s next grab for lost Soviet territory. But
Swanson, today a special contractor with the CIA, soon
begins to believe that it is all fool’s gold being sprinkled by
Moscow to ignite an open military fight with NATO and the
United States.

9781250130235
St. Martin's Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$9.99
384 pages • Mass Market Using his own deadly methods, Swanson sets out to find
Fiction / War & Military
the truth. . .but, to slow him down, the Russians kidnap

The first time Eby Pim saw Lost Lake, it was on a picture
postcard. That was half a life ago. Now Lost Lake is about
to slip into Eby's past. Her husband, George, is long
passed. All that's left is a once-charming collection of
lakeside cabins and an assortment of faithful misfits drawn
back to Lost Lake year after year. It's not quite enough to
9781250130631
keep Eby from relinquishing Lost Lake to a developer. Until
St. Martin's Paperbacks
a last chance at family knocks on her door. Lost Lake is
B & L Books
where Kate Pheris spent her last best summer at the age
Pub Date: 5/30/17
of twelve, before she learned of loneliness and heartbreak
$8.99
and loss. Perhaps at Lost Lake her little girl can cling to her
352 pages • Mass Market own childhood for just a little longer… and maybe Kate
Fiction / Contemporary
herself can rediscover something that slipped through her
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Love & Death in Burgundy

MEG: Nightstalkers

Susan C. Shea

Steve Alten

After three years of living in the small town of Reignysur-Canne, all Katherine Goff really wants is to be
accepted by her neighbors into their little community. But
as an American expat living in the proud region of
Burgundy, that’s no easy task.
9781250113009
Minotaur Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$24.99
272 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Mystery &

When the elderly Frenchman who lives in the village
chateau is found dead at the bottom of a staircase, the
town is turned into a hot bed of gossip and suspicion, and
Katherine suddenly finds herself drawn deeper and
deeper into the small town’s secrets. A motherless
teenager, a malicious French widow, a brash music
producer, and a would-be Agatha Christie are among

In this fifth installment of the New York Times bestselling
MEG series, Nighstalkers picks up where MEG: Hell's
Aquarium left off. Bela and Lizzy, the dominant Megalodon
shark siblings from Angel's brood, have escaped the
Tanaka Institute to roam the Salish Sea in British
Columbia. While Jonas Taylor and his friend Mac attempt
9780765387981
to either recapture or kill the "sisters," Jonas's son, David,
Tor Books
embarks on his own adventure, motivated by revenge.
B & L Books
Having witnessed his girlfriend's gruesome death, David
Pub Date: 5/2/17
has joined a Dubai Prince's ocean expedition, tracking the
$9.99
120-foot, hundred-ton Liopleurodon that escaped from
448 pages • Mass Market the Panthalassa Sea. Haunted by night terrors, David
Fiction / Thrillers /
repeatedly risks his life to lure the Lio and other prehistoric

Murder Is for Keeps: A Penny Brannigan

Mormama

Mystery

Kit Reed

Elizabeth J. Duncan

MORMAMA is a riveting supernatural, southern gothic tale
from Kit Reed, the author of Where.

9780765390448
Tor Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$25.99
288 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Fantasy /

Dell Duval has been living on the street since his accident.
He can't remember who he was or where he came from.
All he has is a tattered note in his pocket with an address
for the Ellis house, a sprawling, ancient residence in
Jacksonville. He doesn't know why he's been sent here.
In the house, Lane and her son Theo have returned to the
ancient family home—their last resort. The old house is
ruled by an equally ancient trio of tyrannical aunts, who
want to preserve everything. Nothing should ever leave

Murderous Mayhem at Honeychurch Hall: A
Honeychurch Hall Mystery
Hannah Dennison

9781250065490
Minotaur Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$25.99
320 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Mystery &

When the only copy of Ravished, Iris Stanford’s new
manuscript, never arrives at her London publisher’s office,
her daughter Kat investigates the tiny local village post
office, where it appears the package never left the
building. Iris is on tenterhooks—not only is her novel gone
with the wind, but she’s deathly afraid that Muriel Jarvis,
the postmistress and notorious busybody, will expose her
secret identity as the bestselling romance writer Krystalle
Storm. Meanwhile, Muriel has her own problems with the
sudden death of her husband Fred, which has left her
heavily in debt. In the spine-tingling climax, both past and
present collide as Kat fights for her life and those she holds

But it’s not long before disagreements over the restoration
turn deadly, and Penny is horrified to discover the body of
a volunteer hidden in a castle outbuilding. Penny enlists

Never Trust a Pirate
Valerie Bowman
Valerie Bowman continues her Playful Brides series with
Never Trust a Pirate: a delightful twist on The Scarlet
Pimpernel.
Mr. Cade Cavendish is a ne’er do well, a rumored pirate,
and a man with too many false identities to count. In fact,
Cade’s a spy for the English government, and he’s
recently returned to London to hunt for a master of
disguise involved in a plot to bring back the exiled
Napoleon.

9781250121691
St. Martin's Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
320 pages • Mass Market Miss Danielle LaCrosse fled France after the wars,
Fiction / Romance /
determined to begin a new life in England. Her position as

Night Magic

Night Watch: A Novel

Jenna Black

Iris Johansen, Roy Johansen

Jenna Black returns to the quarantined city of Philadelphia,
where an unsuspecting seventeen-year-old has
unknowingly unleashed a dark power that transforms the
city into a monstrous hellscape.
9780765380067
Tor Teen
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$17.99
288 pages • Hardcover
Young Adult Fiction /

9781250101471
Minotaur Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$26.99
272 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Mystery &

Local artist Penny Brannigan has been spending her
summer painting Gwrych Castle and its surrounding
landscapes. A privately owned, castellated Welsh country
house, Gwrych has been sadly neglected for decades and
is in a heartbreaking state of disrepair. So when she learns
architectural historian Mark Baker is leading a team of
enthusiastic volunteers to restore the castle grounds and
gardens to their former grandeur, Penny is thrilled.

Once, the guilt of having inadvertently let the night magic
into the city—and of having killed her onetime best
friend—had threatened to destroy Becky Walker. But now
she’s been Nightstruck, and all her grief and guilt and
terror have been swept away—along with her conscience.
So what if she’s lost her friends, her family, and her home?
And so what if her hot new boyfriend is super-controlling
and downright malevolent?

Kendra is surprised when she is visited by Dr. Charles
Waldridge, the researcher who gave her sight. But all is
not well with the brilliant surgeon; he’s troubled by
something he can’t discuss. When Waldridge disappears
that very night, Kendra is on the case, recruiting
government agent-for-hire Adam Lynch to join her on a
9781250076007
trail that leads to the snow-packed California mountains.
St. Martin's Paperbacks
There they make a gruesome discovery: the corpse of
B & L Books
one of Dr. Waldridge’s associates, brutally murdered in the
Pub Date: 5/30/17
snow. But it’s only the first casualty in a white-knuckle
$9.99
confrontation with a deadly enemy who will push Kendra
448 pages • Mass Market to the limits of her abilities. Soon she must fight for her
Fiction / Thrillers / Crime
very survival as she tries to stop the killing… and unearth
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9780765385178
Tor Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$9.99
480 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Medical

9781250057709
Minotaur Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$25.99
304 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Mystery &

9781250134493
St. Martin's Griffin
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$15.99
304 pages • Trade
Paperback

Panacea: A Novel

Pawn: A Chronicle of the Sibyl's War

F. Paul Wilson

Timothy Zahn

Medical examiner Laura Fanning has two charred corpses
and no answers. Both bear a mysterious tattoo but exhibit
no known cause of death. Their only connection to one
another is a string of puzzling miracle cures. Her
preliminary investigation points to a cult that possesses the
fabled panacea—the substance that can cure all ills—but
that's impossible.

Nicole Lee is a nineteen-year-old woman in Philadelphia
with a dead-end life: no family, no money, and a
relationship with a criminal named Bungie.

Laura finds herself enmeshed in an ancient conflict
between the secretive keepers of the panacea and the
equally secretive and far more deadly group known only
as 536, a brotherhood that fervently believes God
intended for humanity to suffer, not be cured. Laura

9780765329660
Tor Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$25.99
352 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Science Fiction /

They are on board a living ship called the Fyrantha where
they must now work as part of the ship's crew. Nicole has

Perish the Day: A Thriller

Physical Forces

John Farrow

D. D. Ayres

A co-ed is found murdered on campus, her body scarcely
touched. The killer paid meticulous attention to the
aesthetics of his crime. Coincidentally (or not), a college
custodian is also found dead.

Macayla Burkett is no ordinary private eye. She’s a pet
detective, dedicated to tracking down missing dogs and
cats. When two famous racing greyhounds disappear and
turn up dead, Macayla finds herself in the midst of a much
more serious case. And when the thieves target her and
threaten her life, she realizes she’s in grave danger—until a
ridiculously handsome stranger enters the picture …

While an epic rainstorm assails the Holyoake, New
Hampshire campus, overflowing rivers and taking down
power lines, a third crime scene is revealed: a professor,
formerly a spy, has been shot dead in his home. A
mysterious note is found that warned him to run.
Each victim is connected to the Dowbiggin School of
International Relations, yet none seems connected to the

9781250086990
St. Martin's Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
320 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

Oliver Kelly may look like a male stripper, but his muscles
aren’t just for show. The gorgeous Australian is co-owner
of a K-9 Search and Rescue service dedicated to saving
those in danger. When he and his K-9 partner, an
Australian shepherd named Jackeroo, rescue the fiery

The Prada Plan 5

Proving Ground

Ashley Antoinette

Peter Blauner

In this explosive addition to the New York Times
bestselling series, Ashley Antoinette brings you pain,
pleasure, love, hate, as YaYa struggles to hold it all
together before life blows up in her face.

After ten years, Edgar Award-winner and New York Times
bestseller Peter Blauner is back.

Disaya finally has it all. The man she fought for is hers at
last. Her name is Mrs. Indie Perkins and their daughter is
safe. Leah is gone. Life is supposed to be good. So why
isn’t she satisfied? YaYa’s Prada Plan had worked but with
the riches comes pain.
Now that Parker is a permanent fixture in their lives, Indie
and Yaya are starting to grow more distant, and Indie is

9781250117441
Minotaur Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$25.99
368 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Crime

Novel

Napoleon's invasion of England is underway and
someone at Stranje House is sneaking information to his
spies, Lady Daneska and Ghost. Lady Jane Moore is
determined to find out who it is. If anyone can discover
the traitor, it it is Jane—for, according to headmistress
Emma Stranje, Lady Jane is a mastermind.

Nathaniel Dresden is an Iraqi war veteran having trouble
settling back into life stateside and coming to terms with
his actions overseas. When his father, a famously

Veronica Rossi

Kathleen Baldwin
It’s 1814. Napoleon has escaped his imprisonment on
Elba. Europe is in shambles. Britain is at war on four fronts.
And at Stranje House, a School for Unusual Girls, five
young ladies are secretly being trained for a world of
spies, diplomacy, and war....

After spending a decade writing for TV, Peter Blauner
bursts back onto bookshelves with a quintessential New
York City crime novel that is as much about family and
second chances as it is about greed and revenge.
Intricate, sweeping, tense, and shocking, Proving Ground
heralds the return of a major crime fiction talent.

Riders

Refuge for Masterminds: A Stranje House

9780765376046
Tor Teen
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$17.99
352 pages • Hardcover
Young Adult Fiction /

That all changes after one of Bungie’s “deals” goes bad.
Bungie forces Nicole to drive him to the hospital to kidnap
an ER doctor in order to help him recover from his
wounds. Before the would-be kidnapper can seal the
deal, all three are whisked away by mysterious, moth-like
humans to a strange room.

For eighteen-year-old Gideon Blake, nothing but death
can keep him from achieving his goal of becoming a U.S.
Army Ranger. As it turns out, it does.

9780765382559
Tor Teen
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$9.99
384 pages • Trade
Paperback

Recovering from the accident that most definitely killed
him, Gideon finds himself with strange new powers and a
bizarre cuff he can't remove. His death has brought to life
his real destiny. He has become War, one of the legendary
four horsemen of the apocalypse.
Over the coming weeks, he and the other horsemen-Conquest, Famine, and Death--are brought together by a
beautiful but frustratingly secretive girl to help save
2017_05_All - May 2017
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9780765393487
Tor Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$8.99
384 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Fantasy /

9780765382566
Tor Teen
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$17.99
352 pages • Hardcover
Young Adult Fiction /

9781250085269
Minotaur Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$25.99
368 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Mystery &

Sacred Ground: A Novel

The Seascape Tattoo

Mercedes Lackey

Larry Niven, Steven Barnes

Jennifer Talldeer is Osage and Cherokee, granddaughter
of a powerful Medicine Man. She walks a difficult path:
contrary to tribal custom, she is learning a warrior's
magics. A freelance private investigator, Jennifer tracks
down stolen Native American artifacts.

Aros of Azteca and Neoloth-Pteor are the deadliest of
enemies: Swordsman and Sorcerer, locked in the ancient
battle between wizards and warriors for fifteen years.
They have tried to kill each other more times than either
can count.

The construction of a new shopping mall uncovers
fragments of human bone, revealing possible desecration
of an ancient burial ground. Meanwhile, the sabotage of
construction equipment at the site implicates many
activists—particularly Jennifer's old flame, who is more
attractive and dangerous than ever. Worst of all, the grave
of Jennifer's legendary Medicine Man ancestor has been

9780765378743
Tor Fantasy
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$8.99
352 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Fantasy

But when the princess Neoloth loves is kidnapped, there is
only one plan that offers any hope of rescue...and that
requires passing off the barbarian Aros as a lost princeling
and infiltrating the deadliest cabal of necromancers the
world has ever seen. Aros and Neoloth must join forces to
save the innocent princess and prevent the most powerful
and diabolical spell ever created from destroying their

Seeker

Silent Rain

Veronica Rossi

Karin Salvalaggio

When Daryn claimed she was seeing “visions” during her
sophomore year of high school, no one believed the truth.
She wasn’t losing her mind, she was gaining the
Sight—the ability to see the future. If she just paid
attention to the visions, they’d provide her with clues and
show her how she could help people. Really help them.
Daryn embraced her role as a Seeker. The work she did
was important. She saved lives.

Grace Adams has spent three years trying to move
on—mentally, physically, emotionally—from the
traumatizing events of her past. But it’s not easy when the
world is morbidly curious about the crimes that shaped her
childhood, when despite her changed name, people still
track her down for the sensational details. Now in college
in Bolton, Montana, the one person Grace has trusted with
the truth about her past has betrayed her. The bestselling
novelist Peter Granger wants to use Grace’s story in his
next book, regardless of how desperate Grace is to keep
the details to herself. And then, on Halloween night, Peter
Granger’s house burns to the ground and his and his wife’s
bodies are found inside.

Until Sebastian.
Sebastian was her first—and worst—mistake.

9781250078933
Minotaur Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$27.99
288 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Mystery &

Sticks and Bones

Tom Clancy's Op-Center: Dark Zone

Carolyn Haines

George Galdorisi, Jeff Rovin

Private investigator Sarah Booth Delaney and her friends
are celebrating New Year’s Eve at the party of the year, a
smashing Winter Garden party at the Prince Albert Hotel.
It’s a dazzling success…until Frangelica “Sister” McFee
walks through the door. Sarah Booth knew Sister in
college, before Sister became a bestselling author and
moved to New York, and fame and fortune don’t seem to
have tempered her arrogance and cruelty.

Former US Ambassador to Ukraine Douglas Flannery
meets with an old friend and former spy near New York’s
South Street Seaport. She is seeking his help to thwart a
Russian plan to overrun her native Ukraine, but those for
whom she is working propose an infinitely more
dangerous scheme, one that could draw in NATO forces
and possibly ignite World War III. Moments later, as she
jogs along the East River, her throat is slashed.

Sister’s latest book is a memoir about the death of her
mother and brother many years ago. Now, a film about
the book is in the works, and a film crew has descended
upon Zinnia, Mississippi, to tell the complete story. The film

9781250026897
St. Martin's Griffin
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$16.99
352 pages • Trade
Paperback

Within hours, Op-Center learns of the killing and alarm
bells go off. Director Chase Williams and his team have
been following events as Ukraine, her NATO allies, and
Russia rapidly deploy forces in a dangerous game of

The Traveler: An Event Group Thriller

Trophy Son: A Novel

David L. Golemon

Douglas Brunt

267,000 BCE. A traveler arrives in the jungles of an
ancient world and will need to fight to survive in a land
never meant for humankind.

Anton Stratis has the physical gifts to become the greatest
tennis player in the world. But at what cost? A modern
coming-of-age story in the era of overscheduled,
overstructured youth, Trophy Son tells the story of a tennis
prodigy from his childhood through a career in professional
tennis, a world full of drama and big egos. Struggling to
find a balance between fame and family amidst his
rocketing star power in the tennis world, Anton’s life and
career are marked with deeply felt emotions, exhilarating
highs and desolate lows, scandals, fame, and inner
battles.

In another time, men and women struggle to recover
from the loss of many of their own in a battle. Inside of
this Group, Colonel Jack Collins has summoned the best
from the most secretive organization in the US
government, The Event Group, to help him in his new
mission to bring home one of their own from a world that
existed in the past.

9781250057662
St. Martin's Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$8.99
464 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Action &
To accomplish the impossible, Department 5656, the

9781250114808
St. Martin's Press
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$25.99
288 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Literary

Trophy Son examines Anton’s remarkable athletic growth,
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Turn Me Loose

The Untamed Vampire

Anne Calhoun

Kate Baxter

At eighteen, Riva Henneman was a messed up college
freshman, selling drugs on campus in the hopes of
earning her sociopath/criminal father's attention and love.
When Officer Ian Hawthorn busted her, he gave her
choice: work for him as a confidential informant or go to
jail. Still angry over the cancer diagnosis that derailed his
plans to become a SEAL like his brother, he wanted to see
Riva as nothing more than a way to break a college drug
ring and earn the commendations he needed to make
sergeant.

Chelle Daly is an anomaly. A vampire created by magic,
she’s the only one of her kind. Her thirst rages like dry fire.
And she’s desperate for the one thing she craves above all
else...

9781250084644
St. Martin's Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
352 pages • Mass Market But over long nights in a car, neither could ignore the
Fiction / Romance /
attraction building between them. Aware of the power he

9781250084842
St. Martin's Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
1 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

9781250065964
St. Martin's Griffin
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$16.99
464 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781250125392
St. Martin's Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
400 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

Gunnar Falk is the alpha of the Forkbeard pack.
Descended from kings, he shares his ancestors’ rebellious
natures and rules his pack with an iron fist. But with the
reemergence of the vampires, the power that Gunnar
once had carries less weight. But when the beautiful,
seductive Chelle lands in his path, Gunnar’s hatred is
stayed. He’s never met a female who sets fire to his lust
the way she does. Never mind the fact that their clans are

The Warrior of Clan Kincaid

The Watcher

Lily Blackwood

Bella Jewel

Derryth MacClaren is on the run. Traveling under heavy
guard, she has been sent from her castle home to avoid
capture by the vicious nobleman known as the Wolf, who
has vowed revenge against the Clan Kincaid, and any
who support them. When a surprise attack leaves her
vulnerable, Derryth ends up in the hands of an enemy
warrior who claims her, with the Wolf’s blessing, as his
prize. But her captor’s gentle words and touch seduce her
heart—and body—completely. . . and when she discovers
the tattoo on his arm that proves him to be the legendary,
long-believed dead son of the murdered Laird of Kincaid,
Derryth knows she must find a way to alter his fate—and
her own. . .

When her sister goes missing, a woman must confront
her horrific past with the help of the sexiest man she's
ever met.
After killing the serial killer who kidnapped her, Marlie
Jacobson became famous overnight. She never wanted
the fame and left to live in the shadows. But when her
sister disappears, Marlie returns home and enlists the
dangerously handsome, world-famous tracker Kenai
Michelson to help find her missing sister.

9781250108388
St. Martin's Paperbacks
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
320 pages • Mass Market Kenai agrees to work with Marlie, and as they grow
Fiction / Romance /
closer, they can’t deny the powerful desire simmering

The Weekenders: A Novel

Widowmaker: A Novel

Mary Kay Andrews

Paul Doiron

Some people stay all summer long on the idyllic island of
Belle Isle, North Carolina. Others come only for the
weekends—and the mix between the regulars and “the
weekenders” can sometimes make the sparks fly. Riley
Griggs has a season of good times with friends and family
ahead of her on Belle Isle when things take an
unexpected turn. While waiting for her husband to arrive
on the ferry one Friday afternoon, Riley is confronted by a
process server who thrusts papers into her hand. And her
husband is nowhere to be found.

When a mysterious woman in distress appears outside his
home, Mike Bowditch has no clue she is about to blow his
world apart. Amber Langstrom is beautiful, damaged, and
hiding a secret with a link to his past. She claims her son
Adam is a wrongfully convicted sex offender who has
vanished from a brutal work camp in the high timber
around the Widowmaker Ski Resort. She also claims that
Adam Langstrom is the illegitimate son of Jack Bowditch,
Mike’s dead and diabolical father. He is the half-brother
Mike never knew he had.

So she turns to her island friends for help and support, but
it turns out that each of them has their own secrets, and

9781250130167
Minotaur Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$15.99
336 pages • Trade
Paperback

After trying so hard to put his troubled past behind him,
Mike is reluctant to revisit the wild country of his childhood

Widowmaker: A Novel

Your Killin' Heart: A Mystery

Paul Doiron

Peggy O'Neal Peden

When a mysterious woman in distress appears outside his
home, Mike Bowditch has no clue she is about to blow his
world apart. Amber Langstrom is beautiful, damaged, and
hiding a secret with a link to his past. She claims her son
Adam is a wrongfully convicted sex offender who has
vanished from a brutal work camp in the high timber
around the Widowmaker Ski Resort. She also claims that
Adam is the illegitimate son of Jack Bowditch, Mike’s dead
and diabolical father—and the half-brother Mike never
knew he had.

Contrary to popular belief, not everyone in Nashville is an
aspiring country music star. Campbell Hale, for one, just
wants to get her travel agency off the ground and move
on from a break-up. But when she gets the opportunity to
visit the mansion of mysterious country icon Jake Miller,
she jumps at the chance. After all, who knows what clues
are lurking around the long-dead star’s last home?

9781250130174
Minotaur Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$9.99
432 pages • Mass Market After trying so hard to put his troubled past behind him,
Fiction / Thrillers / Crime
Mike is reluctant to revisit the wild country of his childhood

9781250122681
Minotaur Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$25.99
272 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Mystery &

But as Campbell pokes around, she discovers more than
a few sequined suits and priceless memorabilia. She finds
Hazel Miller, Jake’s widow, quietly resting in a bedroom on
the main floor. But Hazel might just be dead quiet. And
Campbell might just be the last person to have seen her
2017_05_All - May 2017
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About a Dog

Against All Odds: A Novel

Jenn McKinlay

Danielle Steel

Fall in love with a little help from man’s best
friend in New York Times bestselling author Jenn
McKinlay’s contemporary romance debut.

The wise, moving new novel from Danielle Steel,
whose many #1 New York Times bestselling tales
have made her one of America’s favorite authors.

Mackenzie “Mac” Harris fled her hometown of Bluff Point,
Maine, after being left at the altar—and seeking solace in
the arms of her best friend’s off-limits brother. Now, seven
years later, she’s back to attend her best friend’s wedding
—safe, or so she thinks, from the mistakes of her youth.

Taking chances is part of life, but when you bet your
future against the odds, it’s a high-risk game. Kate
Madison’s stylish resale shop has been a big SoHo
success, supporting her and her four kids since her
husband’s untimely death. Now they are grown and
ready to forge lives of their own. And they all choose to
play against the odds, to their mother’s dismay.

9780399584718
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
But Gavin Tolliver has never forgotten the woman who
320 pages • Mass Market has always held his heart. And when Mac rescues a stray
Fiction / Romance /
puppy named Tulip, only Gavin, the town’s veterinarian,

9780399583490
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$15.00
368 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781101966518
Ballantine Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$28.00
560 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Historical

9781101883914
Delacorte Press
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$28.99
352 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Contemporary

Isabelle, a dedicated attorney, is in line to make partner at

All the Best People

Amish Brides

Sonja Yoerg

Jennifer Beckstrand, Molly Jebber, Amy Lillard

The author of The Middle of Somewhere presents
a novel of madness, magic, and misfortune across
three generations

Under bright blue skies, wedding bells ring—fulfilling sweet
dreams, impossible wishes, and joyous new beginnings…

Vermont, 1972. As the wife of an auto mechanic and
mother of three children, Carole LaPorte has a satisfying,
ordinary life. But then her mind starts playing tricks on her,
and she becomes terrified of ending up like her mother,
who has been locked away in the state mental hospital
since Carole was ten.
Trying to hide her symptoms, Carole unwittingly sets her
eleven-year-old daughter on a desperate search for

9781496711632
Kensington
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$15.00
352 pages • Trade
Paperback

THE RELUCTANT GROOM
Jennifer Beckstrand
Spirited Suvie Newswenger has three marriage
proposals—but not from the man she truly loves. No
matter how lonely widower Aaron Beachy is, he seems
determined to stay that way forever. Now, with help from
his matchmaking great-grandparents, Suvie will do
whatever it takes to rekindle Aaron’s hope—and spark
happiness for a lifetime.

Anne Boleyn, A King's Obsession: A Novel

Antisocial

Alison Weir

Jillian Blake

A novel filled with fresh insights into the story of
Henry VIII’s second—and most infamous—wife,
Anne Boleyn. The new book in the epic Six Tudor
Queens series, from the acclaimed historian and
bestselling author of Katherine of Aragon.

What if your greatest secrets became public? For
the students at Alexandria Prep, a series of hacks
leads to a scandalous firestorm—and the
students are left wondering whose private
photos and messages will be exposed next. It’s
Pretty Little Liars meets WikiLeaks.

It is the spring of 1527. Henry VIII has come to Hever
Castle in Kent to pay court to Anne Boleyn. He is
desperate to have her. For this mirror of female perfection
he will set aside his Queen and all Cardinal Wolsey’s plans
for a dynastic French marriage.
Anne Boleyn is not so sure. She loathes Wolsey for

9781101938966
Delacorte Press
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$17.99
256 pages • Hardcover
Young Adult Fiction /

Senior spring at Alexandria Prep was supposed to be for
sleeping through class and partying with friends. But for
Anna Soler, it’s going to be a lonely road. She’s just been
dumped by her gorgeous basketball star boyfriend—with
no explanation. Anna’s closest friends, the real ones she

The Art of Murder: A Dead-End Job Mystery

As You Wish: A Summerhouse Novel

Elaine Viets

Jude Deveraux

In this mass market reprint of the latest in the
national bestselling series, Helen Hawthorne
poses as a painter at Fort Lauderdale’s famous
Bonnet House Musuem to catch an artful killer.

Visit a small Virginia town full of romance,
secrets, and just a touch of magic in the
long-awaited finale to the Summerhouse trilogy.

The art world is a happening place—but a brush with
9780451476142
death shouldn’t be in the picture. Unfortunately that’s just
Berkley
what happens to Helen Hawthorne and her friend
B & L Books
Margery. While touring gorgeous Bonnet House, a
Pub Date: 5/2/17
mansion-turned-museum, they observe a painting class
$7.99
and note an up-and-coming artist. When they later see
320 pages • Mass Market her deadly end, Helen is hired to canvas the crime
Fiction / Mystery &
scene—undercover, of course.

9781101883297
Ballantine Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$28.00
400 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Romance /

Three very different women with one thing in common
—heartbreak—spend a weekend in a charming house in
Summer Hill, Virginia, where they are given the chance to
go back in time to rewrite their pasts after visiting a
powerful psychic.
At last, former actress Olivia Paget has married Kit
Montgomery, the man she fell in love with as a teenager,
but the many years they were apart make her heart
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KENSINGTON

9781496709639
Kensington
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$15.00
288 pages • Trade
Paperback

9780399583711
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$16.00
400 pages • Trade
Paperback

Bearly Departed

The Beauty of the End

Meg Macy

Debbie Howells

“You’ll fall in love with this delightful debut
mystery.” —Victoria Thompson, bestselling
author of Murder in Morningside Heights

From the acclaimed author of The Bones of You
comes a haunting and heartbreaking new
psychological thriller about a man thrust into the
middle of a murder investigation, forced to
confront the secrets of his ex-lover’s past.

The Silver Bear Shop and Factory might be the cutest
place around, but there’s nothing warm and fuzzy about
murder…
As manager of the family teddy bear shop and factory,
thirty-one-year-old Sasha Silverman leads a charmed life.
Well, except for the part about being a single divorcée
with a ticking biological clock in small-town Silver Hollow.
And that’s just kid’s stuff compared to Will Taylor, the sales

9781496712950
Kensington
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$15.00
320 pages • Trade
Paperback

Beyond Reason

Beth Kery

Kat Martin

The New York Times bestselling author who
brought you Glow, Glimmer, and The Affair is back
with a new, stand-alone novel that will have you
begging for more.

“I love her books!”—Linda Lael Miller

Having just returned from a journalism stint in the Middle
East, Asher is on a break before his next job. His friends
persuade him to check out a new act in Chicago’s jazz
scene—a mysterious singer who only performs from
behind a veil on stage. Curious, Ashe goes to her gig and
is completely entranced. Something about her calls to
him, arouses emotions in him that he’d thought long
dead. He waits for her one night after her act, and, before

New York Times bestselling author Kat Martin raises chills
as danger stalks a woman determined to make it in a
man’s world…
9781420143157
Zebra
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
400 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Crime

Caltech physicist and author of the awardwinning The Particle at the End of the Universe
gives a sweeping new perspective on how
human purpose and meaning naturally fit into a
scientific worldview.
Sean Carroll has taken us From Eternity to Here and to
The Particle at the End of the Universe. Now for The Big
Picture. This is a book that will stand on the shelf alongside
the great humanist thinkers from Stephen Hawking and
Carl Sagan to Daniel Dennett and E.O. Wilson. It is a new
synthesis of science and the biggest questions humans

Tami Hoag
#1 New York Times bestselling author Tami Hoag
explores the devastating consequences of the
secrets families keep in this powerful thriller
As the dreary, bitter weather of late fall descends on
Minneapolis, Detective Nikki Liska is restless, already
9780451470072
bored with her new assignment to the cold case squad.
Dutton
She misses the rush of pulling an all-nighter and the sense
B & L Books
of urgency of hunting a killer on the loose. Most of all she
Pub Date: 5/2/17
misses her old partner, Sam Kovac. Kovac is having an
$9.99
even harder time adjusting to Liska’s absence but is
512 pages • Mass Market distracted from his troubles by an especially brutal double
Fiction / Thrillers / Crime
homicide: a prominent university professor and his wife,

Blood Magick: Book Three of the Cousins

Blood Vow: Black Dagger Legacy

O'Dwyer Trilogy

J.R. Ward

Nora Roberts
The stunning conclusion to Nora Roberts’ #1
New York Times bestselling Cousins O’Dwyer
trilogy—now in mass market.
Branna’s strength and selflessness hold together a close
circle of friends and family. But there’s a single missing link
in the chain of her life: love. She had it once—for a
moment—with Finbar Burke, but a shared future is
forbidden by history and blood. Which is why Fin has
spent his life traveling the world to fill the abyss left in him
by Branna, focusing on work rather than passion.

Five weeks ago Carly Drake stood at her grandfather’s
grave. Now she’s burying Drake Trucking’s top driver, and
the cops have no leads on the hijacking or murder. Faced
with bankruptcy, phone threats and the fear of failure,
Carly has to team up with the last man she wants to
owe—Lincoln Cain.

The Bitter Season

Sean Carroll

9780515152913
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
336 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

So begins the testimony of Noah Calaway, an ex-lawyer
with a sideline in armchair criminal psychology. Now living
an aimless life in an inherited cottage in the English
countryside, Noah is haunted by the memory of the
beguiling young woman who left him at the altar sixteen

Behind the Curtain

The Big Picture: On the Origins of Life, Meaning,
and the Universe Itself

9781101984253
Dutton
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$17.00
480 pages • Trade
Paperback

“I was fourteen when I fell in love with a goddess…”

9780425286562
Ballantine Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$7.99
480 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

A tough vampire warrior in training and a quickwitted aristocrat develop an irresistible attraction
and work together to uncover a mystery. The
second in a new spin-off paranormal romance
series set in the world of the #1 New York Times
bestselling Black Dagger Brotherhood.
Recruits at the Black Dagger Brotherhood’s training center
continue to prepare for the fight against the Lessening
Society, but fighting is the last thing on Axe’s mind. Still
plagued with the guilt of his father’s death, the brooding
loner finds himself battling an unlikely attraction to
Peyton’s bright, aristocratic cousin, Elise. Elise feels it
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ZEBRA

9781420138191
Zebra
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
544 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

9780399552458
Delacorte Press
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$17.99
272 pages • Hardcover
Young Adult Fiction /

9780451472977
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$17.00
592 pages • Trade
Paperback

9780425282984
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$9.99
400 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers /

Blue Heaven, Black Night

Books of a Feather: A Bibliophile Mystery

Heather Graham

Kate Carlisle

“An incredible storyteller.” —Los Angeles Daily
News

In the mass market reprint of the latest in this
New York Times bestselling series, murder ruffles
the feathers of San Francisco book-restoration
expert Brooklyn Wainwright…

THE DREAM
The living image of a knight’s dream, Elise conceals a
shocking secret: she is the illegitimate daughter of Henry
II.
THE BLACK KNIGHT
A fierce and magnificent warrior, Sir Bryan Stede follows no
law but his own…until he beholds the exquisite Elise.
Duty keeps her his reluctant prisoner. Fate will transform

9780451477712
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
320 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Mystery &

During a gala celebrating John James Audubon’s massive
masterpiece, Birds of America, Brooklyn is approached by
Jared Mulrooney, the president of the Bay Area
Birdwatchers Society, to repair a lesser known book of
Audubon drawings.
At the same party, Brooklyn is flying high after she’s asked
to refurbish a rare copy of Poor Richard’s Almanack when

Brave New Girl

Burn For Me

Rachel Vincent

Cynthia Eden

“Thrilling and dangerous, with an ending that
will leave you gasping!” —SUZANNE YOUNG, New
York Times bestselling author of the series THE
PROGRAM

The first book in New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Cynthia Eden’s dark
pararnormal series feauturing shapeshifters.

In a world where everyone is the same, one girl is the
unthinkable: unique. A high-stakes fast-paced series
launch from New York Times bestselling author Rachel
Vincent.
We have brown hair. Brown eyes. Fair skin.
We are healthy and strong and smart.
But only one of us has ever had a secret.

Paranormals don’t lurk in the shadows anymore. They’re
out there, living among us. Undercover reporter Eve
9780758284051
Bradley knows how dangerous that can be for both sides.
Kensington
She’s discovered scientists prepared to go to any lengths
B & L Books
to harness the abilities of supernatural beings. Especially
Pub Date: 5/30/17
ones as powerful as Subject Thirteen, aka Cain O’Connor.
$7.99
Some claim he’s a devil, and they have a decent case:
352 pages • Mass Market Terrifying power. A bad attitude. And looks that could lead
Fiction / Romance /
anyone to sin…

Children of Earth and Sky

The City of Mirrors: A Novel

Guy Gavriel Kay

Justin Cronin

The trade reprint of the latest novel from the
international bestselling and award-winning
author of River of Stars and Under Heaven.

The third and final installment in the Passage
trilogy, called by Entertainment Weekly “A The
Stand-meets-The Road journey.”

In his new novel, Children of Earth and Sky, Guy Gavriel
Kay evokes a world inspired by the conflicts and dramas
of Renaissance Europe. Against this tumultuous backdrop
the lives of men and women unfold on the borderlands
—where empires and faiths collide.

With The Twelve destroyed, many wonder if the threat to
humankind also has vanished. But then a terrifying threat
shudders the gates of the colony…and Amy—the girl who
must save the world—Peter, Alicia, and Michael must at
last confront their destinies.

A woman with dreams of vengeance, a wealthy
merchant’s son, a young artist, a spy posing as a doctor’s
wife, a boy seeking to rise in the ranks of the army…As

9780425285527
Ballantine Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$18.00
624 pages • Trade
Paperback

Story Locale: Texas/Cambridge/New York
Series Overview: The Passage trilogy is an epic

Cold Silence

Curious Minds: A Knight and Moon Novel

James Abel

Janet Evanovich, Phoef Sutton

Now in paperback, James Abel unleashes another
heartstopping Joe Rush thriller in which an
unholy plague from the past has been
awakened…

The first book in the brand-new, highlyentertaining series from #1 bestseller Janet
Evanovich and Emmy, Golden Globe, and Peabody
Award-winning writer, Phoef Sutton.

While trying to alleviate the suffering of thousands in
drought-stricken, war-torn Africa, ex-Marine doctor and
bio-terror expert Joe Rush receives a plea for help from a
member of his old military unit, currently working as a
geologist in Somalia.
Joe arrives on the scene to find an entire group of
researchers showing horrific symptoms of an ancient

9780553392708
Bantam
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$8.99
336 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers /

Riley Moon is a junior analyst at the mega-bank BlaneGrunwald, when she uncovers what looks like an
embezzlement scheme that could lead straight to the top
of the investment bank’s food chain. With his gold gone
missing and analysts disappearing, famously eccentric
Emerson Knight, the bank’s biggest client, decides to take
the reins with his own investigation into what happened.
With Emerson’s laserlike focus and ability to see clues no
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BERKLEY

9780425269985
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$15.00
304 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781496706331
Kensington
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$9.95
272 pages • Trade
Paperback

Dangerously Bad

Dead and Berried: A Cranberry Cove Mystery)

Eden Bradley

Peg Cochran

From the author of Dangerously Broken comes
the third novel in the Dangerous Romance
trilogy.

Cranberry farm owner Monica Albertson is once
again bogged down in murder in the third
Cranberry Cove mystery from national bestselling
author Peg Cochran.

Duff Stewart has two specialities: restoring vintage
motorcycles and doing bad things to beautiful girls at the
BDSM clubs. Sculptor Layla Chouset is a Domme. But
when Duff shows up at her local club, The Bastille, she has
absolutely no control over the way her body responds to
the gorgeous, hulking Scotsman.
Duff will do anything to get the lusciously curved Layla
under his hands—but the Creole beauty sees herself as a

9780425274552
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
304 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Mystery &

Death by Vanilla Latte

Fern Michaels

Alex Erickson

LIFE STARTS NOW

Ever since café owner Krissy Hancock settled into
a relationship and—mostly—forgot about old
flames, life has become surprisingly serene. Too
bad her father, famed mystery writer James
Hancock, had to pay an unexpected visit to Death
by Coffee and brew up a batch of trouble…

Toots Loudenberry and her three best friends—Sophie,
Ida, and Mavis—are at their best when supporting each
other. It’s a shared bond that includes Toots’s daughter
Abby, who always finds her godmothers there when she
needs them the most…
Abby has both a personal and professional stake in the
story when Laura Leigh, a Hollywood starlet whose main
talent seems to be landing in trouble, goes missing. Not
only is Abby editor-in-chief at gossip magazine The
Informer, but entertainment attorney Chris Clay, her

9781496708854
Kensington
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
320 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Mystery &

Candice Fox

Julia Buckley

“Nail-biting, riveting.”—Publishers Weekly

An aspiring suspense novelist lands in the middle
of a real crime, in the second in a new series by
the author of the Undercover Dish Mysteries.
In quaint Blue Lake, Indiana, things are beginning to go
right for Lena London. She’s got a new job assisting
suspense novelist and friend, Camilla Graham. She lives
rent-free in Camilla’s beautiful, Gothic house. She even
has a handsome new boyfriend, Sam West.
After being under attack by the media and his neighbors,
Sam has recently been cleared of suspicion for murder.

While caught off-guard by her dad’s presence, Krissy
never dreamed he’d become the biggest murder suspect
in town. But that’s exactly what happens when James’s
boorish agent—a man he allegedly fired just hours
earlier—is found cold and lifeless, a still-warm vanilla latte
resting by his hand…

Eden

Mystery

9780385537216
Doubleday
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$30.00
448 pages • Hardcover
Science / Life Sciences /

In trying to clear her friend’s name, Monica discovers that

Deadline

Death in Dark Blue: A Writer's Apprentice

9780425282618
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
304 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Mystery &

It’s June in Cranberry Cove and Monica Albertson’s plan to
sell cranberry relish to chain stores is taking off. The
cranberry bogs are in bloom, and local beekeeper Rick
Taylor and his assistant Lori Wenk are bringing in bees to
pollinate the blossoms. When a fatal prick fells Lori, the
buzz is that Rick is to blame.

“I fool myself that Eden has a heart—that she
would at least have trouble killing me…”
9780786040711
Pinnacle
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$9.99
352 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Crime

Most homicide detective teams run on trust, loyalty, and
the shared desire to put killers behind bars. Frank
Bennett’s partner, Eden Archer, thrives on darkness and
danger. She has a rare talent for catching killers—but her
idea of justice has little to do with courtrooms.
Now three girls are missing, and Eden is going undercover
to a remote farm where the troubled hide and blood falls

The Evolution of Beauty: How Darwin's
Forgotten Theory of Mate Choice Shapes the
Animal World - and Us

Falling

Richard O. Prum

The trade paperback reprint of New York Times
bestselling author Jane Green’s triumphant
return to Penguin Random House—a novel about
the meaning of finding a home, and family, where
you least expect them…

A major reimagining of how evolutionary forces
work, revealing how mating preferences—what
Darwin termed “the taste for the beautiful”
—create the extraordinary range of ornament in
the animal world.
In the great halls of science, dogma holds that Darwin’s
theory of natural selection explains every branch on the
tree of life: which species thrive, which wither away to
extinction, and what features each evolves. But can
adaptation by natural selection really account for

Jane Green

9780399583308
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$16.00
400 pages • Trade
Paperback

Eight years ago, Emma Montague left behind her
upper-crust English life for the fast-paced finance world of
New York City. But her soulless, cutthroat, all-consuming
job was another life she didn’t want.
Looking to explore her passion for interior design and
gardening, Emma rents a tiny beach cottage in a small
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PINNACLE

9780786033850
Pinnacle
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$9.99
Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Crime

9780385531429
Doubleday
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$26.95
256 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Action &

Forgive Me

The Frozen Hours: A Novel of the Korean War

Daniel Palmer

Jeff Shaara

“Readers of Harlan Coben will feel right at home
here.” –Booklist

A riveting novel about the Korean War and the
Battle of Chosin Reservoir, written with Jeff
Shaara’s signature “you-are-there” immediacy
and intense, varying perspectives.

At DeRose & Associates Private Investigators in Virginia,
Angie DeRose strives to find and rescue endangered
runaways—work that stands in stark contrast to her own
idyllic childhood. But in the wake of her mother’s sudden
death, Angie makes a life-altering discovery. Hidden in her
parents’ attic is a photograph of a little girl, with a code and
a hand-written message on the back: “May God forgive
me.”
“A definite thrill fest.” –Suspense Magazine

9780345549228
Ballantine Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$28.99
560 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Historical

Full Wolf Moon: A Novel

The Garden of Small Beginnings

Lincoln Child

Abbi Waxman

The New York Times bestselling author of The
Forgotten Room and Deep Storm is back with a
new thriller that follows the trail of a killer who
cannot exist…featuring Jeremy Logan, the
renowned investigator of the supernatural and
fantastic.

Not since Good Grief has a book about a young
widow been so poignant, funny, original, and
utterly believable. A compelling debut novel
about loss.

Legends, no matter how outlandish, are often grounded in
reality. This has been the guiding principle behind the
exhilarating career of Jeremy Logan, the
“enigmalogist”—an investigator who specializes in
analyzing phenomena that have no obvious explanation
—previously seen in The Forgotten Room, The Third

9780399583582
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$16.00
368 pages • Trade
Paperback

Ghostal Living: A Hamptons Home & Garden

9780399174476
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$27.00
368 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Romance /

The First Sag Harbor Antiquarian Book Fair is right around
the corner, and interior designer Meg Barrett has her hands
full decorating rooms at the Bibliophile Bed & Breakfast for
wealthy rare book collector Franklin Hollingsworth. Rumor
has it Hollingsworth is in possession of an unpublished
manuscript written by F. Scott Fitzgerald. When the
Fitzgerald manuscript’s authenticator is found dead at the

At least her textbook illustrating job has some perks—like
the gardening class her boss signed her up for. Apparently

Jude Deveraux

Kathleen Bridge
A Hamptons interior designer deals with
skeletons in the closet in the new mystery from
the author of Better Homes and Corpses and
Hearse and Gardens.

Lilian Girvan has been a single mother for three
years—ever since her husband died in a car accident. One
mental breakdown and some random suicidal thoughts
later, she’s just starting to get the hang of this widow
thing.

The Girl from Summer Hill: A Novel

Mystery

9780425276600
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
320 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Mystery &

June, 1950: the North Korean army, a formidable force
backed by Soviet arms and training, invades South Korea,
with the intent of uniting the country under Communist
rule. In response, the United States mobilizes a force to
defend the overmatched South Korean troops. But the US
is no better equipped than their allies. The American and
United nations troops are fighting for their lives against the
most brutal weather conditions imaginable, and an

The first book in Deveraux’s new Summer Hill
series set in a fictional Virginia mountain town
full of family legends, romance, and secrets.
Sparks fly as fiery Casey Reddick and brooding Hollywood
actor Tate Landers clash in the Virginia summer heat. A
9781101883280
chef who puts her career first and her love life second,
Ballantine Books
Casey doesn’t see what every girl in town is swooning
B & L Books
over. She made up her mind the moment she met
Pub Date: 5/2/17
Tate—he’s gorgeous, but stuck-up, nothing like his
$7.99
ex-brother-in-law, Devlin, who’s playing the Wickham to
448 pages • Mass Market Tate’s Darcy in a local production of Pride & Prejudice.
Fiction / Romance /
Casey makes the perfect Elizabeth Bennett—how could

The Girl Who Knew Too Much

The Go-Between

Amanda Quick

Veronica Chambers

The New York Times bestselling author of ’Til
Death Do Us Part transports readers to 1930s
California, where glamour and seduction spawn a
multitude of sins…

Fans of Jane the Virgin will find much to love
about The Go-Between, a coming-of-age novel
from bestselling author Veronica Chambers, who
with humor and humanity explores issues of
identity and belonging in a world that is
ever-changing.

At the exclusive Burning Cove Hotel on the coast of
California, rookie reporter Irene Glasson finds herself
staring down at a beautiful actress at the bottom of a
pool…
The dead woman had a red-hot secret about an up-andcoming leading man, a scoop that Irene couldn’t resist.
Seeking the truth about the drowning, Irene finds herself

9781101930953
Delacorte Press
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$16.99
208 pages • Hardcover
Young Adult Fiction /

She is the envy of every teenage girl in Mexico City. Her
mother is a glamorous telenovela actress. Her father is the
go-to voice-over talent for blockbuster films. Hers is a
world of private planes, chauffeurs, paparazzi and gossip
columnists. Meet Camilla del Valle—Cammi to those who
know her best.
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DUTTON

9780451472588
Dutton
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$9.99
480 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers /

Guilty Minds

A Hiss Before Dying: A Mrs. Murphy Mystery

Joseph Finder

Rita Mae Brown

New York Times bestselling author Joseph Finder
delivers an exhilarating and timely thriller
exploring how even the most powerful among us
can be brought down by a carefully crafted lie
and how the secrets we keep can never truly stay
buried.

Rita Mae Brown and her feline co-author Sneaky
Pie Brown are back chasing mystery with their
unique circle of Southern sleuths. And though
the changing colors of fall are a beauty to behold,
this year the scattered leaves hide a grim surprise.

The chief justice of the Supreme Court is about to be
defamed, his career destroyed, by a powerful gossip
website that specializes in dirt on celebs and politicians.
Their top reporter has written an exposé claiming that he
had liaisons with an escort, a young woman prepared to
tell the world her salacious tale. But the chief justice is not

Autumn is in the air in the Blue Ridge Mountain
community of Crozet, Virginia—and all the traditions of the
changing seasons are under way. Mary Minor “Harry”
Haristeen cleans her cupboards, her husband, Fair,
prepares the horses for the shorter days ahead, and the
clamorous barking of beagles signals the annual rabbit
chase through the central Virginia hills. But the last thing

Home

In the Shadow of Alabama

Harlan Coben

Judy Reene Singer

Ten years after the high-profile kidnapping of two
young boys, only one returns home in Harlan
Coben’s gripping thriller.

Judy Reene Singer’s newest novel is a masterful story of
the American experience. Between the past and present,
between love and war, between the burdens of race and
hope, a woman returns home to discover her father and
a history she had never known…

A decade ago, kidnappers grabbed two boys from
wealthy families and demanded ransom, then went
9781101984260
silent. No trace of the boys ever surfaced. For ten years
Dutton
their families have been left with nothing but painful
B & L Books
memories and a quiet desperation for the day that has
Pub Date: 5/30/17
finally, miraculously arrived: Myron Bolitar and his friend
$9.99
Win believe they have located one of the boys, now a
480 pages • Mass Market teenager. Where has he been for ten years, and what
Fiction / Thrillers /
does he know about the day, more than half a life ago,

9781101967058
Ballantine Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$16.00
320 pages • Trade
Paperback

9780553392494
Bantam
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$27.00
384 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Mystery &

9781496709455
Kensington
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$15.00
320 pages • Trade
Paperback

Rachel Fleischer has good reasons not to be at her father’s
deathbed. Foaling season is at hand and her horses are
becoming restless and difficult. Her critical mother and
grasping sister could certainly handle Marty Fleisher’s
resistance better without her. But Malachi, her eightysomething horse manager—more father to her than
Marty has ever been—convinces Rachel she will regret it if

The Island House: A Novel

Katherine of Aragon, The True Queen: A Novel

Nancy Thayer

Alison Weir

The charms of Nantucket tempt a woman to leave
her established life in Kansas City—but with a
piece of her heart, and a love interest, in each
world, she discovers she must look within to
choose the right path.

The first in a fascinating series of six historical
novels, each centered on the life of one of Henry
VIII’s wives, this is a veritable feast for Tudor
fans.

Every summer since college, twenty-nine-year-old Jenny
has traded the familiarity of the Midwest for the allure of
Nantucket. Now an established university professor in
Kansas City, she finds herself caught between two
lifestyles and two very different men. She chooses
Nantucket and the glamorous life she associates with it,
unaware that the summer will take an unexpected turn,

9781101966501
Ballantine Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$18.00
656 pages • Trade
Paperback

Young Katherine of Aragon, daughter of Spain’s powerful
monarchs Ferdinand and Isabella, was an exquisite prize
in the royal marriage market. Golden-haired, sixteen
years old, she was sent to England to marry the future
king, Arthur, Prince of Wales.
But when Arthur died a few months after their wedding,
Katherine’s bright future was suddenly eclipsed.

Killer Characters: A Books by the Bay Mystery

Last Summer

Ellery Adams

Holly Chamberlin

The latest in the New York Times bestselling cozy
mystery series finds a small-town writers’ group
uniting to spoil a nasty plot.

The town of Yorktide, close to Maine’s beautiful beaches
and the city of Portland, seems like the perfect place to
raise a family. For Jane Patterson, there’s another
advantage: her best friend, Frannie Giroux, lives next
door, and their teenaged daughters, Rosie and Meg, are
inseparable. But in the girls’ freshman year of high school,
everything changes. Rosie—quiet, shy, and also very
pretty—attracts the sneers and slights of a clique of older
girls. Over time, the bullying worsens. When Meg betrays
their friendship, fearful that she too will be targeted, Rosie
suffers an emotional breakdown.

So far Olivia’s married life has been smooth sailing. Sadly,
the same doesn’t hold true for Laurel, a fellow Bayside
Book Writer. While struggling with a demanding job, twin
boys, and a terminally ill mother-in-law, Laurel learns that
her perfect marriage is mostly fictional, when she catches
her husband fooling around with his mother’s hospice
nurse…

9780451488442
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
304 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Mystery &
After the nurse meets a deadly denouement, Chief

9781496708007
Kensington
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
336 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Contemporary
Blaming both Meg and Frannie, Jane tries to help Rosie
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Live and Let Growl

Love Me Again

Laurien Berenson

Jaci Burton

“If you like dogs, you’ll love Laurien Berenson’s
Melanie Travis mysteries!” —Joanne Fluke, New
York Times bestselling author

The seventh sweet and sexy contemporary
romance in the Hope series from New York Times
bestselling author Jaci Burton.

When her Aunt Peg lands a gig as judge at a Kentucky
dog show, Melanie Travis welcomes the opportunity for a
9781496703408
road trip. Once there, Aunt Peg reconnects with an old
Kensington
friend, Ellie Gates Wanamaker, a former Standard Poodle
B & L Books
exhibitor and a member of a well-heeled Kentucky
Pub Date: 5/30/17
family. Miss Ellie has been out of the dog show world for
$7.99
more than a decade, but when Melanie invites her to
304 pages • Mass Market spectate at the Louisville Kennel Club dog show, she’s
Fiction / Mystery &
eager to accompany her.

Loretta Simmons has returned to her hometown of Hope,
Oklahoma, to start over. She’s determined to show her
daughter that she doesn’t need to rely on someone
else—especially a man. The only thing standing in her
way is Deacon Fox, the man whose heart she stomped
on years ago when she left him to marry someone else.

9780399585074
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
320 pages • Mass Market Deacon Fox was certain he was over Loretta, but working
Fiction / Romance /
on a renovation project next door to Loretta’s bookstore

Marry in Haste: A Marriage of Convenience

Marriage Is Pure Murder

Romance

Staci McLaughlin

9780758294920
Kensington
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
352 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Mystery &

Wedding bells are ringing at the O’Connell Organic Farm
and Spa in California’s postcard-perfect Blossom Valley.
The entire staff is pitching in to send one of their own
down the aisle. But no one knew the nuptials could turn
up so many secrets—or that marriage and murder could
go hand in hand…
Dana Lewis is marrying Jason Forrester, a talented
reporter and the love of her life. She couldn’t dream of a
better venue than the farm where she works, and her
friends are determined to give her the wedding of her
dreams. Even her florist, Bethany Lancaster, is making
sure she has just the right flowers. But Dana’s happiness

An irresistible new romance from the national
bestselling author of The Summer Bride.
Major Calborne Montgomery is a soldier through and
through, but upon the death of his father, he inherits a
9780425283813
title, estates, a fortune—and the responsibility for his
Berkley
half-sisters and a newly discovered niece. He thinks he’s
B & L Books
found a sensible woman to help manage the girls and
Pub Date: 5/2/17
organize their come-outs, but Miss Emmaline Westwood
$7.99
has an agenda of her own—she’s a secret radical hoping
320 pages • Mass Market for a headmistress position at a school. In desperation, Cal
Fiction / Romance /
offers Emm a marriage of convenience, and when Emm’s

Merely a Marriage

The Most Dangerous Duke in London

Jo Beverley

Madeline Hunter

The New York Times bestselling author of The
Viscount Needs a Wife returns with another
roguishly delicious Regency romance…

“Hunter has created an intelligent, fast-paced
romance, chock-full of sensuality and spiced with
mystery.” - Publishers Weekly

As England is in turmoil after the death of Princess
Charlotte, wondering who will inherit the throne, Lady
9780399583537
Ariana Boxstall has another succession in mind. Her
Berkley
brother, Norris, Lord Langton, refuses to marry, and while
B & L Books
he’s a strapping healthy young man now, Ariana refuses
Pub Date: 5/30/17
to one day lose her home to a stranger if Norris does pass
$7.99
away. She’s determined to make him wed. But Norris sets
384 pages • Mass Market one condition before her: He’ll take a bride, but only after
Fiction / Romance /
Ariana becomes a wife herself.

9780399584206
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$16.00
304 pages • Trade
Paperback

Anne Gracie

9781420143904
Zebra
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
304 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

Three sinfully handsome dukes, three scores to
settle, three hearts about to meet their matches.
All in one thrilling new trilogy from New York
Times bestselling author Madeline Hunter…
NOTORIOUS NOBLEMAN SEEKS REVENGE
Name and title: Adam Penrose, Duke of Stratton.
Affiliation: London’s elite Society of Decadent Dukes.
Family history: Scandalous. Personality traits: Dark and

Mrs. Jeffries Rights a Wrong

Mulch Ado about Murder

Emily Brightwell

Edith Maxwell

Mrs. Jeffries is back in the 35th mystery in the
New York Times bestselling Victorian series,
perfect for fans of Downton Abbey.

It’s been a hot, dry spring in Westbury, Massachusetts. As
organic farmer Cam Flaherty waits for much-needed rain,
storm clouds of mystery begin to gather. Once again, it’s
time to put away her sun hat and put on her sleuthing
cap…

Thomas Mundy checked into London’s Wrexley Hotel but
he never checked out. The maid found him on the floor of
his room, bludgeoned to death by his own walking stick.
Inspector Witherspoon is soon on the case and learns
Mundy had a reputation for being polite, charming, and
diligent—an unlikely victim for such a violent crime.
But Mrs. Jeffries and the household staff uncover that
Mundy was less of an amiable businessman and more of

9781496700292
Kensington
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$25.00
304 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Mystery &

May has been anything but merry for Cam so far. Her
parents have arrived unexpectedly and her crops are in
danger of withering away. But all of that’s nothing
compared to the grim fate that lies in store for one of her
neighbors. Nicole Kingsbury is the proud owner of the
town’s new hydroponic greenhouse. She claims the
process will be 100% organic, but she uses chemicals to
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Murder at Lambswool Farm: A Seaside Knitters

Murder at Rough Point

Mystery

Alyssa Maxwell

Sally Goldenbaum

In glittering Newport, Rhode Island, status is everything.
But despite being a poorer relation to the venerable
Vanderbilts, Emma Cross has shaped her own
identity—as a reporter and a sleuth.

The Seaside Knitters set their needles aside for a
dinner date with death in the trade reprint of the
latest in this USA Today bestselling series…
9780451471659
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$15.00
320 pages • Trade
Paperback

Seaside Knitter Birdie Favazza has brought Lambswool
Farm back to life, and now it has growing crops, grazing
sheep, and will be the site of rustic, six-course prix fixe
dinners plated by local chefs. The meals will be served
outdoors on a gorgeous restored harvest table, decorated
with colorful knitted vegetables crafted by the Knitters. But
on the night of the first meal, one of the guests is found
dead. Now the Seaside Knitters must uncover the truth

9781496703262
Kensington
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$15.00
304 pages • Trade
Paperback

Murder in Morningside Heights: A Gaslight

Murder in the Bowery: A Gaslight Mystery

Mystery

Victoria Thompson

Victoria Thompson

9781101987094
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
304 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Mystery &

9781420142761
Zebra
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$5.99
304 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

The mass market reprint of the eighteenth in the
national bestselling, Edgar-nominated series
featuring Midwife Sarah Brandt and Detective
Sergeant Frank Malloy in turn-of-the-century New
York City.
After graduating from a prestigious women’s college in
Morningside Heights, Abigail Northrup joined their staff as
an instructor. She also joined the ranks of the New
Women—ladies planning for a life without a husband in
which they make their own decisions and make a
difference in the world. Unfortunately, her murder ended

The national bestselling author of Gaslight
Mysteries returns with a case of murder in the
field of higher learning in Victorian-era
Manhattan…
9781101987117
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$26.00
304 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Mystery &

Frank Malloy’s latest client Will is searching for his brother, a
newsboy named Freddie, who runs off as soon Will’s
name is mentioned—only to be found dead a short time
later. A suspicious Frank tracks down Will who spins a tale
of lust and deceit involving a young society woman Estelle
Longacre. Estelle’s risky behavior took a fatal toll but Frank
can’t be sure if the company she kept is to blame or if her
own ruthless family had a hand in her death.

Need You Now

The Next Flame

Nicole Helm

Penelope Douglas

He’s mountain-tough. She’s city-smart. The
sparks are about to fly…

New York Times bestselling author Penelope
Douglas presents a new novella in the Fall Away
series, together with her previous novella Aflame,
available in print for the first time.

Only the most resilient of souls could breathe new life into
an all-but-forgotten town nestled in the shadow of the
Rocky Mountains—but what they get in return might be
worth the heartache it takes to make it happen…
Gracely, Colorado, was once a booming mining town. No
one knows that better than Brandon Evans. His father’s
company kept the town thriving for years—until Brandon
threatened to expose his illegal practices and drove him
away. Everyone blames Brandon and his brother for

9780399584930
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$16.00
480 pages • Trade
Paperback

With each new Jack Reacher novel, “the reigning champ
ups the ante.” Set in the 1980s with Reacher back in
uniform as a military police officer, Child once again
demonstrates his mastery of the genre with Reacher’s

Story Locale: Illinois

Mystery

Lee Child
With twelve straight #1 New York Times
bestsellers and over 100 million books sold, Jack
Reacher is “the strongest brand in publishing”
(Forbes Magazine). And Night School, with
Reacher back in uniform and teamed with the
sexy Marian Sinclair and fan-favorite Frances
Neagley, is the biggest Reacher adventure of
them all.

Fan favorite Penelope Douglas introduces readers to the
next generation of characters in her bestselling Fall Away
series with a new novella, Next to Never, that’s packaged
together for print for the first time with her bestselling
novella, Aflame.

Nightshade for Warning: An Enchanted Garden

Night School: A Jack Reacher Novel

9780804178822
Dell
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$9.99
496 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers /

As the nineteenth century draws to a close, Fancies and
Fashion reporter Emma Cross is sent by the Newport
Observer to cover an elite house party at Rough Point, a
“cottage” owned by her distant cousin Frederick Vanderbilt
that has been rented as an artist retreat. To her surprise,
the illustrious guests include her estranged Bohemian
parents—recently returned from Europe—as well as a
variety of notable artists, including author Edith Wharton.

Bailey Cattrell
The second Enchanted Garden Mystery from
Bailey Cattrell—author of the New York Times
bestselling Magical Bakery Mysteries as Bailey
Cates.
9780451476890
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
336 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Mystery &

A journalist has come to Poppyville, California, to write a
feature on Ellie’s tiny house and the Enchanted Garden for
a national design magazine. It could put the town on the
map. But Poppyville develops a more ominous
reputation—for murder—when the journalist is found dead
in his hotel room.
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No Middle Name: The Complete Collected Jack

One Fete in the Grave

Reacher Short Stories

Vickie Fee

Lee Child

9780399593574
Delacorte Press
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$27.00
432 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Thrillers /

9781524714680
Delacorte Press
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$17.99
368 pages • Hardcover
Young Adult Fiction /

A collection of pulse-pounding Jack Reacher
stories—one never-before-seen novella, plus
eleven others collected for the first time in
print—each with original introductions from the
twelve-time #1 New York Times bestselling
author.
Detailed Publication History:
Too Much Time An ORIGINAL, NEVER-BEFOREPUBLISHED novella featuring Reacher after his time in the
army, in a story that leads into Child’s fall 2017 new Jack

Party planner Liv McKay has outdone herself this time.
She’s put together an unforgettable Fourth of July
celebration for the town of Dixie, Tennessee—including
breathtaking fireworks and an exciting Miss Dixie Beauty
Pageant. Maybe a little too exciting.
9781496700667
Kensington
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
352 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Mystery &

One of Us Is Lying

Paper and Fire

Karen M. McManus

Rachel Caine

“Pretty Little Liars meets The Breakfast Club”
(EW.com) in this “flat-out addictive” (RT Book
Reviews) story of what happens when five
strangers walk into detention and only four walk
out alive.

Now in paperback, the New York Times
bestselling sequel to Ink and Bone continues the
story of those who dare to defy the Great
Library—and rewrite history…

Pay close attention and you might solve this.
On Monday afternoon, five students at Bayview High
walk into detention.
Bronwyn, the brain, is Yale-bound and never breaks a
rule.
Addy, the beauty, is the picture-perfect homecoming
princess.

9780451473141
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$9.99
400 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781420142433
Zebra
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
352 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

While Hitler’s attempt to create an Aryan master race is
well known, his simultaneous effort to build an equine
master race made up of the finest purebred horses is not.
Hidden on a secret farm in Czechoslovakia, these

Embarking on a mission to save one of their own, Jess
and his band of allies make one wrong move and
suddenly find themselves hunted by the Library’s deadly

Sarina Bowen
From the USA Today bestselling author of Rookie
Move comes the third novel in the series that’s
hot enough to melt the ice…

Elizabeth Letts
The daring behind-Nazi-lines rescue of priceless
pedigree horses by American soldiers in the
closing days of World War Two—a riveting equine
adventure story from the author of The EightyDollar Champion.

Jess Brightwell has survived his introduction to the sinister,
seductive world of the Library but serving in its army is
nothing like he envisioned. His life and the lives of those
he cares for have been altered forever.

Pipe Dreams: A Brooklyn Bruisers Novel

The Perfect Horse: The Daring U.S. Mission to
Rescue the Priceless Stallions Kidnapped by the
Nazis

9780345544827
Ballantine Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$18.00
400 pages • Trade
Paperback

As the party is winding down, Liv’s sense of triumph fizzles
when the body of town councilman Bubba Rowland is
discovered on the festival grounds. And now the prime
suspect in his murder is Liv’s mother’s fiancé, Earl, who
had a flare-up recently with Bubba. To clear Earl’s name,
Liv and her best friend Di burst into action to smoke out
the real killer before another life is extinguished…

Three years ago, Lauren Williams was managing the
offices of the Brooklyn Bruisers professional hockey team,
attending night school to pursue her MBA, and beginning a
hot, fun romance with the team’s goalie, Mike Beacon.
Things were perfect, until Beacon announced he was
getting back together with his wife…

9780399583476
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
336 pages • Mass Market The only thing that has ever come easily to Mike is
Fiction / Romance /
hockey. While he always knows what to do and where to

Positively Pippa

Powder Burn

Sarah Hegger

William W. Johnstone, J.A. Johnstone

“Sarah Hegger’s voice is rich and witty and in a
word, addictive.”—Terri Osburn

From America’s greatest storytellers comes a bold
new chapter in the Will Tanner saga, an epic
quest for justice at the crossroads of history—in a
crossfire of bullets…

From author Sarah Hegger comes an exciting new
series set in small-town Utah, where secrets don’t
keep for long—and love turns up in the most
unexpected places.
For Pippa Turner there’s only one place to go when her life
self-destructs on national TV—home to Ghost Falls, and
her heavily perfumed, overly dramatic, but supremely
loving grandmother, Philomene. If anyone will understand
how Pippa’s hit makeover show was sabotaged by her

9780786040421
Pinnacle
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
304 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Westerns

DAY OF THE AVENGER
U.S. Deputy Marshal Will Tanner earned his badge the
old-fashioned way. He shot the bad guys, saved the good
guys, and won the fear and respect of everyone in
between. That’s how legends are born. But when he visits
a friend at his ranch and ends up confronting a
trigger-happy horse thief, Will earns the wrath of the
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The Red Line

A Purely Private Matter: A Rosalind Thorne
Mystery

Walt Gragg

Darcie Wilde

This powerful thriller in the tradition of Red Storm
Rising and The Third World War explores what
would happen if Russia invaded eastern Germany.

The second trade paperback in the enchanting
Rosalind Thorne Regency Mystery series
—inspired by the novels of Jane Austen.
9780425282380
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$15.00
384 pages • Trade
Paperback

Rosalind Thorne has slowly but assuredly gained a
reputation as “a useful woman”—by helping respectable
women out of some less-than-respectable predicaments.
Her latest endeavor is a tragedy waiting to happen.
Desperate Margaretta Seymore is with child—and her
husband is receiving poisoned pen letters which imply that
her condition is the result of an affair with the notorious

Red Wolf

Return to Huckleberry Hill

Jennifer Ashley

Jennifer Beckstrand

The tenth novel in the New York Times bestselling
paranormal romance series.

When it comes to matchmaking, Huckleberry Hill,
Wisconsin’s unstoppable octogenarians Anna and Felty
Helmuth never seem to run out of opportunities—or
grandchildren…

Lupine Shifter Dimitri has always had to defend himself to
other Shifters. As a red wolf, he’s not considered a “pure”
wolf, and the battles have honed him into a tough fighter,
a champion of the fight clubs. Jaycee Bordeaux, a leopard
Shifter, is Dimitri’s staunchest defender and oldest friend.
Dimitri is determined to turn that friendship into a mate
bond.

9780425281376
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
336 pages • Mass Market Jaycee loves that idea, but she knows that a mate bond
Fiction / Romance /
can’t be forced. And when Dimitri and Jaycee are called

9780385542234
Doubleday
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$27.95
416 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Asian American

9781101967072
Ballantine Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$27.00
336 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Contemporary

9780425283455
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$17.00
528 pages • Trade
Paperback

A blizzard is the perfect cover for a shocking act of Russian
aggression. Emboldened by their successful annexation of
the Crimea, a power mad Russian president sends his
troops over the border into eastern Germany. Standing
against them are the woefully undermanned American
forces. They have superior weapons, but that is also their
Achilles’ heel. Mastery of the modern battlefield comes
from successful communications, and the Russians have
managed to disrupt that. Army Staff Sergeant George

9781420144116
Zebra
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
352 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Christian /

Reuben Helmuth is plenty bitter. John King, his best
friend—or so he thought—is engaged to the girl Reuben
loved. Humiliated, Reuben flees from Ohio to his
grandparents’ home on Huckleberry Hill, where he knows
he’ll find comfort. He’s enjoying wallowing in his misery
—until John’s sister, Fern, shows up. She won’t stop
pestering Reuben about forgiveness—or trying to help him
find love again. Yet Fern’s efforts only reawaken Reuben’s

Rich People Problems: A Novel

Rushing Waters: A Novel

Kevin Kwan

Danielle Steel

Kevin Kwan, bestselling author of Crazy Rich
Asians and China Rich Girlfriend, is back with an
uproarious new novel of a family riven by fortune,
an ex-wife driven psychotic with jealousy, a battle
royal fought through couture gown sabotage,
and the heir to one of Asia’s greatest fortunes
locked out of his inheritance.

A forceful, dramatic novel about the lives of
multiple people caught in a major hurricane and
flood in New York City and the new relationships
that develop in the aftermath.

When Nicholas Young hears that his grandmother, Su Yi, is
on her deathbed, he rushes to be by her bedside—but
he’s not alone. The entire Shang-Young clan has
convened from all corners of the globe to stake claim on
their matriarch’s massive fortune. With each family

9780425285435
Dell
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$8.99
384 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Contemporary

A 38-year-old American interior designer based in London
and her independent-minded 74-year-old architect
mother; a British investment banker in New York to see
his ex-wife and young children; a resident ER doctor who
experienced Hurricane Sandy when she was a medical
student; two young men, 21-year-old NYU students, their
friends and others are thrust together when a major
hurricane descends upon New York City and wreaks

Secrets in Summer: A Novel

Shadow Reaper

Nancy Thayer

Christine Feehan

“The queen of beach books” (The Star-Ledger)
returns to the shores of Nantucket in a novel
about one memorable summer when flirtations
flourish, family dramas play out, and scandalous
secrets surface.

#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine
Feehan returns to her sexy new series starring a
Chicago crime family with a mystical secret.

Darcy Cotterill, 30 and divorced, works at the Nantucket
library during the day. She spends most nights in her
backyard, gazing at the stars. She’s on the brink of starting
a relationship with a local carpenter, Nash, when she gets
new neighbors for the summer, the most unexpected of
whom are her ex-husband, his new wife, and
step-daughter. As Darcy is drawn into the lives of her

Billionaire playboy Ricco Ferraro knows no other life. Being
a shadow rider is in his blood—but so is a haunting
desperation stemming from the secrets of his dark past.
His recklessness not only puts his life at risk, but the future
of his entire family. To save them all, he must find a
woman who can meet his every desire with a heat all her
own…

9780399583957
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
400 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /
Just when Ricco has given up hope, he meets her—a
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9781496706546
Kensington
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$25.00
304 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Mystery &

9780553392487
Bantam
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
432 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Mystery &

9780440234715
Dell
B & L Books
Pub Date: 3/6/01
$7.99
368 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

9780515156362
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
432 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

The Sixth Victim

Summer Dance

Tessa Harris

Nan Rossiter

London’s East End, 1888: When darkness falls, terror
begins…

New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Nan
Rossiter brings together characters from her acclaimed
novel Nantucket in a powerful, heartwarming love story
that bridges past and present.

The foggy streets of London’s Whitechapel district have
become a nocturnal hunting ground for Jack the Ripper,
and no woman is safe. Flower girl Constance Piper is not
immune to dread, but she is more preoccupied with her
own strange experiences of late.
Clairvoyants seem to be everywhere these days.
Constance’s mother has found comfort in contacting her
late father in a séance. But are such powers real? And
could Constance really be possessed of second sight? She

9781496705051
Kensington
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$15.00
352 pages • Trade
Paperback

When Liam Tate was seven years old, his uncle Cooper
opened his heart and his Nantucket home to him. In the
intervening decades, Liam has found both love and loss
on the island, and since learning of his son Levi’s
existence, a new kind of happiness. Yet one piece of his
family history remains elusive—the long-ago romance
between his uncle and Sally Adams. Now Sally has a
revelation that sets the whole town abuzz: She’s

Tall Tail: A Mrs. Murphy Mystery

Target Omega: A Thriller

Rita Mae Brown

Peter Kirsanow

A fast-paced mystery featuring feline sleuth
Sneaky Pie Brown, Mary Minor “Harry” Haristeen
and her animal friends as they seek to solve a
whodunit rooted in eighteenth-century Virginia
—uncovering a shocking secret that refuses to
stay buried.

A propulsive, high-stakes debut thriller where
one extraordinary operator holds the key to
saving the world from Armageddon. All he needs
to do is stay alive.

A squall suddenly sweeps in and, in a blink, Harry’s pickup
nearly collides with a careening red car that swerves into a
ditch. Harry recognizes the dead driver: Barbara Leader,
nurse and confidante to former Virginia governor Sam
Holloway. Barbara’s death is ruled a heart attack, but
Harry and her four-legged companions suspect that

9781101985298
Dutton
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$26.00
432 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Thrillers / Military

Buried deep in the US defense and special forces
architecture is an elite, ultra-black unit, created expressly
to prevent weapons of mass destruction from falling into
the hands of terrorists and rogue regimes. Their covert,
surgical strikes eliminate grave threats so the rest of
America can sleep without fear. Until now.
After returning from a successful operation in Pakistan, the

The Texan

Through Your Eyes

Joan Johnston

Shannyn Schroeder

A repackaged Pure Gold reissue of a tale of two
feuding families—the Blackthornes and the
Creeds—and of two extraordinary people,
irresistibly drawn to each other despite the
desperate odds against their love, woven
together by New York Times bestselling author
Joan Johnston.

"If this sweet romance doesn’t have you dancing
a jig, nothing will.”– Kirkus Reviews

Owen Blackthorne is a lone wolf, a man who doesn’t
need anyone. Then Bayleigh Creed appears on his
doorstep, demanding his help in locating her missing
brother. Together they head into the desolate West Texas
wilderness, a Blackthorne and a Creed, mortal enemies

9781420139532
Zebra Shout
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$4.99
320 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

“Schroeder’s latest For Your Love sizzler has
everything a romance needs”
—
ONE LAST CHANCE
Deirdre Murphy has had her life planned for her since she
was born: Work in her parents’ noisy pub in rural Ireland.
Live with her family until she marries. Marry her childhood
sweetheart ASAP, since he’s decided sexy fun time should

'Til Death Do Us Part

Time's a Thief: A Novel

Amanda Quick

B.G. Firmani

Now in paperback—the author of the New York
Times bestseller Garden of Lies returns to
Victorian London and “moves into edgy thriller
territory with intelligence and aplomb” (Kirkus
Reviews).

Eighties New York springs to gritty, vibrant life in
this piercingly romantic and compulsively
readable coming-of-age novel. A beautiful, sad,
funny, altogether bewitching debut

Calista Langley operates an exclusive “introduction”
agency in Victorian London, catering to respectable ladies
and gentlemen who find themselves alone in the world.
But now, a dangerously obsessed individual has begun
sending her trinkets and gifts suitable only for those in
deepest mourning. Each is engraved with her initials.

9780385541862
Doubleday
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$26.95
320 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Literary

Francesca “Chess” Varani is an ultra-bright, sassy, but
vulnerable Barnard freshwoman from a blue-collar
background in the vibrantly gritty New York City of the
mid-eighties. She strikes up a volatile and somewhat toxic
friendship with drama-queen classmate Kendra
Marr-Löwenstein, and falls into the bewitching orbit of her
Salingeresque, high-toned family. Upon graduation, she
moves into the Marr-Löwenstein house in the West Village
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BALLANTINE BOOKS

Tinker Dabble Doodle Try: Unlock the Power of

The Twenty-Three

the Unfocused Mind

Linwood Barclay

Srini Pillay, M.D.

9781101883655
Ballantine Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$28.00
304 pages • Hardcover
Psychology / Personality

Discover why you “unfocus” and how to harness
this innate tendency in order to become more
innovative, less stressed, and, ironically, a
sharper thinker in the boardroom, living room or
classroom, from a Harvard psychiatrist and brain
imaging researcher.
Harvard psychiatrist and brain imaging researcher, Dr. Srini
Pillay, takes readers on a fascinating and highly-useful tour
of cognitive rhythm, mindsets, and mental relaxation,
showing that it is actually our ability to “unfocus”—allowing
ourselves to be mindless or to let our minds wander

9780451472731
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$9.99
544 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers /

It’s May 23rd, and a contaminated water supply in the
small town of Promise Falls, New York, has sent hundreds
of people to the hospital with flu-like symptoms—and
dozens have died. But the question for many, including
private investigator Cal Weaver, remains: Who would
benefit from poisoning this town?
Meanwhile, Detective Barry Duckworth is faced with

Until I Saw Your Smile

Walking on My Grave

J.J. Murray

Carolyn Hart

Featured as an Editor’s Pick for Summer Must
Reads 2015 in Ebony magazine!

The 26th installment of the long-running and
bestselling Death on Demand series.

At Smith’s Sweet Treats and Coffee, you’ll find Brooklyn’s
best house blend and the freshest homemade pastries.
It’s more than a business to owner Angela Smith. It’s her
9780758277299
home and her refuge—one she stands to lose thanks to
Kensington
her gouging landlord. Then a new regular offers to cover
B & L Books
her rent increase if Angela lets him meet his clients there.
Pub Date: 5/30/17
If Matthew McConnell weren’t such a persuasive
$7.99
lawyer—and so sweet, funny, and sexy—she wouldn’t
352 pages • Mass Market dream of letting him in.
Fiction / Romance /

9780451488534
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$26.00
256 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Mystery &

Annie’s friend and fellow shop owner Ves Roundtree is a
very wealthy woman. Upon her death, several
cash-strapped islanders are in line to collect life-changing
inheritances. The problem is, Ves is very much alive.
She hosts a dinner for the prospective beneficiaries and
not long after Ves suffers a bad fall that was no accident.
Everyone at the table had a motive but not a shred of
evidence was left behind.

Wedded Bliss: Subtitle to come

When to Engage an Earl

Celeste Bradley

Sally MacKenzie

From New York Times bestselling author of I Thee
Wed comes a Wicked Worthington novel of love
that defies reason…

If love is a malady, the Spinster House ladies have
caught it, one by one.

Bliss Worthington, the much loved cousin of the London
Worthingtons, has fallen in love. Lord Neville, Duke of
Camberton, might be mild-mannered, shy, bookish, and
fearful of travel, but he is above all other things,
predictable. Bliss’s life has led her from one roller coaster to
another so Neville’s boring nature has made him the man
of Bliss’s dreams.

9780451475985
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
352 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /
But Neville’s uncle has other plans for his nephew than a

9780399559372
Delacorte Press
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$18.99
432 pages • Hardcover
Young Adult Fiction /

From New York Times and #1 international
bestselling author Linwood Barclay comes the
mass market reprint of the third jaw-dropping
thriller in the Promise Falls trilogy.

Miss Jane Wilkinson couldn’t be more delighted when her
two best friends marry, creating a much-desired vacancy
at the Spinster House. For the first time in her
9781420137163
twenty-eight years, Jane can be free of her annoying
Zebra
older brother and enjoy complete solitude—with the
B & L Books
exception of the Spinster House cat, Poppy. If only Jane’s
Pub Date: 5/30/17
unruly thoughts didn’t keep drifting to handsome Alex, Earl
$7.99
of Evans, in the most
352 pages • Mass Market un-spinster like ways…
Fiction / Romance /

Windfall

Yews with Caution: A Flower Shop Mystery

Jennifer E. Smith

Kate Collins

This romantic story of hope, chance, and change
from the author of The Statistical Probability of
Love at First Sight is one Jenny Han says is filled
with all of her “favorite things,” Morgan Matson
calls “something wonderful” and Stephanie
Perkins says “is rich with the intensity of real
love.”

In the latest in the New York Times bestselling
Flower Shop Mystery series, after a landscaping
business owner goes missing, Abby must make
sure her husband, Marco, isn’t the next one
pushing up daisies.

Alice doesn’t believe in luck—at least, not the good kind.
But she does believe in love, and for some time now,
she’s been pining for her best friend, Teddy. On his
eighteenth birthday—just when it seems they might be
on the brink of something—she buys him a lottery ticket

9780451473455
Berkley
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
336 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Mystery &

Flower shop owner Abby Knight’s best friend, Nikki, enlists
Abby’s assistance after she suspects a group of her
hospital co-workers may have banded together to kill one
of the the women’s husbands: a man who owns a local
landscape business who has been reported missing. But
when she digs deeper, Abby discovers more suspects, all
with a grudge against the two-faced businessowner.
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KENSINGTON

You're the Only One I Can Tell: Inside the
Language of Women's Friendships

You Will Pay
Lisa Jackson

Deborah Tannen

In a fast-paced, brilliantly twisted novel of suspense from
#1 New York Times bestselling author Lisa Jackson, the
deadly secrets of a long-ago summer stir to life once
more.
9781617734663
Kensington
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$26.00
416 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Thrillers /

9781455585281
Grand Central Publishing
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$9.99
400 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers

9780316505383
Redhook
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$15.99
368 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Historical

9781455595549
Forever
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$14.99
368 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Romance /

It starts as a prank—a way to blow off steam after a long
summer at Camp Horseshoe. Among the teen
counselors, tensions and hormones are running high. No
wonder the others agree when Jo-Beth Chancellor
suggests they scare Monica O’Neal a little…or a lot. Monica
has it coming, and no one will really get hurt. What could
go wrong?

9781101885802
Ballantine Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$27.00
304 pages • Hardcover
Family & Relationships /

The New York Times bestselling author and
internationally-revered professor of linguistics at
Georgetown University decodes the
conversational styles of female friends and
explains how our language contributes to this
unique, cherished, and crucial connection.
Whether she is a childhood friend or a new bestie, a
college roommate or a workplace confidante, women
friends hold a special place in one another’s hearts; they
share a unique and precious conversational intimacy. But
what is it about the way women talk to one another that

15th Affair

Baby Doll

James Patterson, Maxine Paetro

Hollie Overton

Detective Lindsay Boxer chases an elusive
suspect...her husband.

A stand-out debut psychological thriller in a bold new
voice. A young girl, kidnapped as a teenager, escapes
after eight years of abuse, and returns to her grieving
family, but finds her journey has only just begun.

Detective Lindsay Boxer chases an elusive,
possibly very dangerous suspect-her husband.
Lindsay Boxer has a beautiful baby daughter and a
husband she loves unconditionally. The police detective
has never been happier-until a brutal murder in a hotel
and the disappearance of a blonde woman from the
scene intrude upon Lindsay's own life. She can't ignore the
disturbing clues that hit too close to home. When an

9780316268721
Redhook
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$15.99
416 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers /

"What a compulsive read! A brilliant first novel
that kept me transfixed and entertained until the
very last page." -- Tess Gerritsen, New York Times
bestselling author
You've been held captive in one room.
You've been mentally and physically abused every day

Blood Oath

Cross the Line

Melissa Lenhardt

James Patterson

Outlander meets post-Civil War unrest in this
nonstop sequel to Sawbones.

Alex Cross chases a cold-blooded killer...with a
conscience.

"Kill or be killed historical romance with bandits,
Pinkerton agents, bounty hunters, mystery and
more. Melissa Lenhardt writes with passion and
does not hold anything back." -RT Book Reviews

In all of Alex Cross's years with Homicide,
Washington, DC, has never been more
dangerous.

Laura Elliston and William Kindle are on the run-from the
Army and from every miscreant in the West eager to
claim the $500 bounty for Laura's capture as their own.
But the danger isn't just from those pursuing them. Laura
and Kindle each have demons of their own and a past

9781455585311
Grand Central Publishing
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$16.99
400 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers /

After shots pierce the tranquil nighttime calm of Rock
Creek Park, a man is dead: what looks at first like road
rage might be something much more sinister. But Alex has
only just begun asking questions when he's called across
town to investigate a new murder, one that hits close to

Finding You

Forbidden Promises

Jo Watson

Katee Robert

An all-new, never-before-published novel from Wattpad
sensation Jo Watson!

New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Katee
Robert delivers the next book in her sizzling O'Malleys
family series, hailed as "The Godfather meets Romeo &
Juliet."

When you go to Greece to meet your family but
end up making out with your smokin' hot tour
guide #sorrynotsorry
Being adopted never made Jane Smith feel unloved, just
unlike the rest of her family. As her twenty-fifth birthday
approaches, she is struck by an overwhelming longing to
finally find her place in the world. So in a very un-Jane-like
move, she books a last-minute ticket to Greece to find
her birth father and the real Jane. All she knows about

9781455597031
Forever
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
336 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

Some lines should never be crossed . . . not even
for love.
Sloan O'Malley just left her entire world behind-her family,
her wealth, and even her real name. For the first time in
her life, she's free. She can live the "normal" life she's
always wanted. A life without fear. But there's nothing
safe about her intensely sexy next-door neighbor.
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GRAND CENTRAL PUBLISHING

9781455595211
Grand Central Publishing
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$27.00
336 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Mystery &

9781478948476
Grand Central Publishing
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$9.99
576 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Thrillers / Legal

9781455594870
Forever
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
304 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

9781538727140
Grand Central Publishing
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$9.99
496 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Legal

I'll Eat When I'm Dead

Innocent

Barbara Bourland

Scott Turow

Murder She Wrote meets Valley of the Dolls in this darkly
funny, bloodthirsty send-up to high fashion and the
seductive power of fame.

A reissue of the sequel to the genre-defining, landmark
bestseller Presumed Innocent.

Refinery29's Best Books of 2017
People Magazine May Pick
Recommended Reading from the New York Post
Every weekday morning, as the sun rose above Sixth
Avenue, a peerless crop of women-frames poised,
behavior polished, networks connected, and bodies
generally buffed to a high sheen-were herded by the
cattle prod of their own ambition to one particular building.

9781478948469
Grand Central Publishing
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$15.99
448 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers / Legal

The sequel to the genre-defining, landmark bestseller
Presumed Innocent, INNOCENT continues the story of
Rusty Sabich and Tommy Molto who are, once again,
twenty years later, pitted against each other in a riveting
psychological match after the mysterious death of Rusty's
wife.

Innocent

Lethal Lies

Scott Turow

Rebecca Zanetti

A reissue of the sequel to the genre-defining, landmark
bestseller Presumed Innocent.

New York Times bestselling author Rebecca Zanetti brings
us the second book in a thrilling romantic suspense series
that will appeal to fans of New York Times bestsellers
Maya Banks, Shannon McKenna, and Lisa Jackson.

The sequel to the genre-defining, landmark bestseller
Presumed Innocent, INNOCENT continues the story of
Rusty Sabich and Tommy Molto who are, once again,
twenty years later, pitted against each other in a riveting
psychological match after the mysterious death of Rusty's
wife.

9781455594290
Forever
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$14.99
416 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Romance /

**THE PRINT EDITION CONTAINS EXTRA BONUS
SCENES NOT AVAILABLE ANYWHERE ELSE!
A deadly secret can't stay buried forever . . .
Revenge. It's the only thing that will help Anya Best sleep
at night. The serial killer who murdered her sister is on the
loose, and Anya will stop at nothing to put him behind

Maybe This Love

Mr. Rochester

Jennifer Snow

Sarah Shoemaker

The second book in Jennifer Snow's small-town
contemporary romance series about hockey-playing
brothers and the women who love them, perfect for fans
of Lori Wilde and Lori Foster.

A gorgeous, deft literary retelling of Charlotte Bronte's
beloved Jane Eyre--through the eyes of the dashing,
mysterious Mr. Rochester himself.

THE GAME OF HIS LIFE
Hockey player Ben Westmore has some serious
skills---on and off the ice---and he's not above indulging
in the many perks of NHL stardom. When a night in
Vegas ends in disaster, he realizes two things: 1) it's time
to lie low for a while, and 2) he needs a lawyer---fast. But
the smoking-hot woman who walks into his office

9781455569809
Grand Central Publishing
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$27.00
464 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Historical

"Reader, she married me."
For one hundred seventy years, Edward Fairfax Rochester
has stood as one of literature's most romantic, most
complex, and most mysterious heroes. Sometimes
haughty, sometimes tender-professing his love for Jane
Eyre in one breath and denying it in the next-Mr.
Rochester has for generations mesmerized, beguiled, and,
yes, baffled fans of Charlotte Brontë's masterpiece. But his

Pleading Guilty

Public Relations

Scott Turow

Katie Heaney, Arianna Rebolini

A reissue Scott Turow's New York Times
bestselling Kindle County legal thriller about a
washed-up lawyer in hot pursuit of stolen
millions, praised as "tough, vivid urban poetry,
singing of ambition and corruption" (New York
Times).

A smart and charming romantic comedy from Katie
Heaney author of NEVER HAVE I EVER and DEAR EMMA
and former BuzzFeed editor Arianna Rebolini.

Returning to the now-renowned locale of Kindle County,
Scott Turow gives us Mack Malloy, ex-cop, not-quiteex-drunk, and partner-on-the-wane in one of the
country's most high-powered law firms. A longtime ally of
the wayward, Mack is on the trail of a colleague, his firm's
star litigator, who has vanished with more than five million

9781455595686
Grand Central Publishing
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$14.99
368 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Coming Of Age

"Cinderella for the modern age." --Kirkus
Young PR star Rose Reed is thrown into the big leagues
when her boss leaves town the day of the firm's meeting
with Archie Fox, a young, hot, internationally famous
British singer-songwriter. The meeting is going badly until
Rose suggests a staged romance with up-and-coming,
young indie star Raya. He'll do it, but only if Rose
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FOREVER

9781455597666
Forever
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$14.99
368 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Romance /

Score

Testimony

Victoria Denault

Scott Turow

An all-new contemporary romance featuring hockey
players of the San Francisco Thunder.

In the bestselling tradition of Presumed
Innocent--the 1987 debut that made him "one of
the major writers in America" (NPR)-Scott Turow
returns with a page-turning legal thriller about
an American prosecutor's investigation into a
refugee camp's mystifying disappearance during
the Bosnian War.

He's used to winning, but now he's playing with
his heart.
Jude Braddock. Hockey god. That's how everyone sees
him now. But when they were teenagers, Zoey knew
him as the kid who didn't have enough nerve to make a
move on their one and only disastrous date. Seems he
doesn't have that problem anymore, though. According to
the rumors, he's with a different woman every night. After

9781455553549
Grand Central Publishing
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$28.00
496 pages • Hardcover
Fiction / Thrillers / Legal

Toughest Cowboy in Texas: A Western

Until You

Romance

Denise Grover Swank

Carolyn Brown

The second book in a spin-off from Denise Grover
Swank's New York Times bestselling Wedding Pact series
is perfect for fans of Jill Shalvis, Bella Andre, and Kristan
Higgins.

New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
Carolyn Brown's begins an all-new series of rugged
cowboys.
9781455597444
Forever
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
352 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

9781455524211
Grand Central Publishing
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$15.99
448 pages • Paperback
Fiction / Thrillers /

9781503943544
Montlake Romance
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/1/17
$12.95
364 pages • Trade
Paperback

"Carolyn Brown makes the sun shine brighter and the tea
taste sweeter. Southern comfort in a book." -Sheila
Roberts, USA Today bestselling author
The Spark of an Old Flame
Last time Lila Harris was in Happy, Texas, she was actively
earning her reputation as the resident wild child. Now, a
little older and wiser, she's back to run her mother's café

Scott Turow, #1 New York Times bestselling
author and "one of the major writers in America"
(NPR), returns with a page-turning legal thriller
about an American prosecutor's investigation of
a refugee camp's mystifying disappearance.

9781455539802
Forever
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$7.99
352 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

Never settle down. Ever.
Workaholic Lanie Rogers lives a completely nomadic
lifestyle. Her job keeps her on the move, and relationships
are a complication she doesn't need. That is, until she
meets Mr. Tall, Dark, and Hotness at a pre-wedding party.
Complicated? Maybe. But lately, Lanie's life has been
missing a little something---and sexy playboy Tyler Norris

The Wrong Side of Goodbye

All the Lies We Tell

Michael Connelly

Megan Hart

Detective Harry Bosch must track down someone
who may never have existed in the new thriller
from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Michael Connelly.

This sexy romantic drama from New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author Megan Hart
explores the tangled lives—and loves—of
childhood friends.

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
#1 USA TODAY BESTSELLER
Notable Book of 2016 --Washington Post
10 Favorite Books of 2016 -- Colette Bancroft,
Tampa Bay Times
10 Best Mysteries of 2016 -- Adam Woog, Seattle

9781503942776
Montlake Romance
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/1/17
$12.95
304 pages • Trade
Paperback

Everyone knew Alicia Harrison’s marriage to Ilya Stern
wouldn’t last. They’d grown up on a remote stretch of
Quarry Street, where there were two houses, two sets of
siblings, and eventually, a tangled mess of betrayal,
longing, and loss. Tragedy catapulted Allie and Ilya
together, but divorce—even as neighbors—has been
relatively uncomplicated.
Then Ilya’s brother, Nikolai, comes home for their

Bombshell

In the Heir

CD Reiss

Ruth Cardello

Hollywood bad boy Brad Sinclair always gets his way,
whether it’s the role he wants or the bikini-clad model he
has to have. But when a bombshell gets dropped in his
lap in the form of a dimpled five-year-old from a
forgotten relationship, he knows his life is about to change
forever.

New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Ruth Cardello returns with an irresistible
series about sexy billionaires and the strongwilled women who tame them.

Cara DuMont isn’t exactly thrilled when she gets assigned
to be the nanny for the latest box-office king. She has
one rule: no celebrity fathers, especially single ones with
devilish good looks and rock-hard abs.
But as soon as Cara meets Brad and his adorable little girl,
she knows she’s in for a world of trouble. Because there’s

9781503943018
Montlake Romance
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/23/17
$12.95
240 pages • Trade
Paperback

Brett Westerly is his father’s golden child, but it’s come at a
cost. As head of the family corporation, he throws himself
into his work—hiding in his office is easier than confronting
the reality of his broken family.
After a bitter divorce that split the family and divided
loyalties, the wealthy Westerly matriarch offers an early
inheritance to any grandchild who marries and invites the
entire family to the wedding. Brett’s brother Spencer rashly
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MONTLAKE ROMANCE

9781503943599
Montlake Romance
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/9/17
$12.95
348 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781492645306
Sourcebooks Casablanca
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
352 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

Making It Right

Surrender

Catherine Bybee

Helen Hardt

In the final book in bestselling author Catherine
Bybee’s Most Likely To trilogy, River Bend’s rebel
follows in her father’s footsteps to become
sheriff. But it might be time to forge her own
path…

Jonah Steel has fallen in love with Melanie Carmichael but
still lives with the guilt that consumes him as he tries to
unravel the mystery of his family’s past. A new threat has
surfaced, and he finds himself trapped in a web of deceit
and lies.

Some kids inherit a family business; Jo Ward inherited a
badge. Once voted Most Likely to End Up in Jail, the town
wild child has become sheriff—hell-bent on uncovering the
truth about her father’s mysterious death. Life is quiet in
rustic River Bend, but Jo longs for something beyond her
small hometown and the painful memories it holds. All
that keeps her sane is the support of her best friends,
Melanie and Zoe.

9781943893225
Waterhouse Press
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/16/17
$15.99
288 pages • Trade
Paperback

But the deeper they dig, the more danger they

Dating the Undead

Girl out of Water

Juliet Lyons

Laura Silverman

PARANORMAL ROMANCE

Anise can't wait for her surf-filled summer in Santa Cruz to
begin. But when her aunt gets into a car accident and
needs help caring for her young kids, Anise is forced to go
to Nebraska—to the childhood home of the mother who
abandoned her.

When Silver Harris kisses sexy Irish vampire Logan Byrne
on New Year's Eve, she knows other humans just won't
suffice. Convinced she'll never see him again, she joins
the uber-popular vampire dating site, VDate.com.
What Silver doesn't know is that the site is more
dangerous than she could have ever imagined, and soon
she's in over her head. When Logan returns, sparks fly
and attraction sizzles, but they'll have to escape some
very real demons if they have any chance of lasting
forever.

9781492646860
Sourcebooks Fire
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$10.99
368 pages • Trade
Paperback

In Nebraska, Anise is out of her comfort zone in every
way. Then she meets Lincoln, a one-armed skater who
convinces her to swap her surfboard for a skateboard. As
she spends more time with Lincoln, her cousins, and
Nebraska's hidden wonders, she starts to lose touch with
her friends back home, leaving her to wonder: will she
turn out just like her mom and leave behind the people

The Heart of a Texas Cowboy

Jelly Bean Summer

Linda Broday

Joyce Magnin

After catching the man who shot his bride, Houston Legenddiscovers
that the womanhe thought he loved was carrying another man's baby.
The betrayal destroyedhim. But whenhe realizes that the only way to
keep the Lone Star Ranch is by marriage, hefinds himselfat the altar
again.

Joyce has had it with her family (especially with
UFO-sighting Elaine who loves her guinea pig more than
her own sister). Her solution? Move out of the house and
pitch a tent on the roof for the summer. But when she
spots a boy watching her from a neighboring roof she's
stunned—and intrigued.

Lara Boone never expected tofall in love withher ownhusband—or fear

that he may never be able to loveher the same way. Yet when their past
9781492630203
Sourcebooks Casablanca catches up with them, Houston will moveheavenandearth toprotect
his bride…
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
384 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

9781492636052
Sourcebooks Fire
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$10.99
336 pages • Trade
Paperback

Melanie loves Jonah but has yet to surrender completely
to his needs. Meanwhile, a new friend uncovers more
information and more questions. While the ghosts of
Melanie's past still hover around her, she joins Jonah on his
quest for answers. Together, they vow to find the truth.

9781492646723
Sourcebooks
Jabberwocky
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$16.99
272 pages • Hardcover

Brian recently lost his brother, and the two instantly bond
over their messed-up families. To help Brian repair his
brother's truck, they concoct a scheme to build and sell
tickets to a UFO display. Even Elaine agrees to help…until
unexpected events test the limits of Joyce's family ties.

Love and Vandalism

Nothing Like a Duke

Laurie Boyle Crompton

Jane Ashford

Rory has a secret: she's the vandal who paints graffiti lions
all over her town. When Hayes, a former screwup on the
path to recovery, catches her in the act, Rory is sure she's
busted. Instead he makes her a deal: if she tells him
about her graffiti, he won't turn her in.

REGENCY ROMANCE

As the two grow closer, the police efforts to find the vandal
ramp up, and Rory is forced to confront a secret she still
can't bring herself to face.

Lord Robert Gresham has givenup all hope that the beautiful Flora
Jennings will ever takehim seriously. Heheads to an exclusive country
house party toforget about Flora, but his plans are thwarted when she
suddenly arrives.

9781492621652
Sourcebooks Casablanca
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
352 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

Their attractionflares, but their romance becomes complicated when
the sinister Anthony Durand shows up and threatens Flora. Every bone in
Robert's body says to saveher…but he'll have to learn that some
damsels indistress can save themselves ifhe truly wants to winher
heart.
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A Piece of My Heart

Relentless

Sharon Sala

Tera Lynn Childs, Tracy Deebs

SOUTHERN ROMANCE

Kenna may not have superpowers, but she isn't your average girl. She's learned the
darkest secrets of the superhero world—and now she's lost hermother, her best friend,
and her boyfriend to the fight. With what remains of her team, Kenna hatches a daring
plot to save those she loves the most.

Mercy Danehas always beenonher own. But when the blooddonor
registry calls, hoping that Mercy andher rare blood type can save a car
accident victim in Blessings, she races to the rescue. She's shocked to
discover that the accident victim is her long lost sister.

9781492646020
Sourcebooks Casablanca
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
320 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

ChiefofPolice LonPittmanfirst saw Mercy whenhe pulledher over for
speeding. When she moves to Blessings toget to know her sister, he
can't stop thinking about her. Canhe show her the true meaningof love
and companionship?

But before she knows it, she's trapped in the heart of a conspiracy so vast it might cost
themmore than they're willing to pay.

9781492616641
Sourcebooks Fire
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$10.99
288 pages • Trade
Paperback

Stealing Candy

Sweet Southern Trouble

Stewart Lewis

Michele Summers
CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Candy's just trying to get through her lame boarding
school experience by staying under the radar. Until she's
abducted.

9781492638889
Sourcebooks Fire
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$10.99
288 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781492634065
Sourcebooks
Jabberwocky
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
288 pages • Trade

Except instead of panicking, Candy is relishing her new
start. She can't blame her captor, Levon, for holding her
ransom when she learns what her rockstar father's done.
And it's not just because she and her Dad have never
been close…or because Levon makes her heart race. So
what began as a kidnapping turns into an outlandish road
trip that might be their ticket to forgetting their pasts and
forging their own destinies.

9781402293641
Sourcebooks Casablanca
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/2/17
$7.99
416 pages • Mass Market
Fiction / Romance /

Lively, outspoken, and some would say awkwardMarabelle Fairchild is on the
fast track to finally scoring a full time teaching job at the prestigious Trinity
Academy in Raleigh, North Carolina. All she has to do is organize a live
bachelor's auction with the towns hottest bachelor, NFL Coach NickFrasier.
Total piece of cake…right?
The absolute last thing Nick wants to do is auction himself off at the crazy
teachers' aide's auction. So he cuts her a compromise—he'll sponsor the
thing and donate a lot of money ifMarabelle agrees to pose as his fiancé to
ward off unwanted advances from single women. What could possibly go
wrong?

The Whispers in the Walls

Delia's Crossing

Sophie Cleverly

V.C. Andrews

Evil Miss Fox may have fled the scene, but she left
someone worse in her place. Headmaster Bartholomew's
reign of terror threatens epic punishments for any pupils
who step out of line. So when possessions start going
missing and the finger of suspicion is pointed at troublemaking Scarlet, she knows she must uncover the truth to
clear her name. At least she can join forces with her
mystery-solving twin sister Ivy this time. But their
investigations soon reveal a secret hidden deep within the
walls, a terrible crime committed many years past, and a
very real threat to their present…

A young immigrant comes to America to escape un sino
cruel, a cruel fate…
After her parents are killed in a truck accident, Delia
Yebarra’s life is turned upside down. At fifteen, she leaves
the rural Mexican village where she grew up and embarks
on a new life in America. Coming to her wealthy aunt
Isabella’s huge estate in Palm Springs, California, should
be a dream come true for a simple country girl like
Delia….

9781501162220
Pocket Books
B & L Books
Pub Date: 5/30/17
$5.99
432 pages • Mass Market Only to become un preso del destino, a prisoner of
Fiction
destiny.
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